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Abstract 

The purpose of this report is to investigate European cohesion politics and how it relates to 

regional development strategies. The aim is, through the investigation of this linkage, get a 

clearer picture of how cohesion politics is translated into actual practise and how it 

contributes to European regions development. A framework summarising key attributes of 

cohesion is constructed to work as an analytical tool. The analysis then is conducted on two 

Swedish regional development strategies where the connections between the two regional 

strategies and cohesion politics is examined. One of these strategies purposefully implements 

cohesion politics while the other does not which makes a comparison in between the two 

interesting. This works as a second step in the analysis and is meant to help elucidate if and 

how cohesion has made the two strategies differ. The result is that the two regional 

development strategies are very similar, both in comparison to each other as well as that they 

contain equal amounts of attributes of cohesion. The analysis boils down to a discussion 

about how and if European cohesion politics offer guidelines for European regions in the way 

it is thought to or if the guidelines are redundant and the regions should decide their line of 

development on their own. Tied to European cohesion politics is a couple of funds and 

possibilities for regions to get financial aid. An argumentation is conducted towards that 

perhaps the Union’s responsibility should stay with the distribution of financial aid and leave 

the policy work for the regions in order to make the use of the funds more efficient. It seems 

difficult for the EU to set guidelines that apply to all regions within and this might be a 

reason for the vague definition(s) that is associated to cohesion. The conclusion drawn from 

this research is that cohesion politics seems not to be directly linked to regional strategic 

planning but rather within a planning discourse held by its practitioners. It is also concluded 

that the how system, by which cohesion politics and cohesion funds are distributed, works 

seems suboptimal. A proposal for reworking the system giving regions greater freedom seems 

preferable. 

Sammanfattning 

Syftet med denna rapport är att undersöka europeisk sammanhållningspolitik och hur den 

förhåller sig till och påverkar regionala utvecklingsstrategier. Målet är att då denna koppling 

undersöks få en bättre bild av hur europeisk sammanhållningspolitik översätts i praktik och 

hur den spelar in i europeiska regioners utveckling. Ett ramverk som sammanfattar några 

nyckelkomponenter av europeisk sammanhållningspolitik konstrueras för att sedan fungera 

som analysverktyg. Analyser görs på två svenska regionala utvecklingsstrategier där de 

medvetet implementerade och omedvetna spår av sammanhållningspolitik identifieras. Då 

en av strategierna medvetet implementerat mycket av denna politik och den andra knappt 

tagit hänsyn till den jämförs sedan dessa två i en komparativ analys. Denna analys visar att 

de båda strategierna är mycket lika trots de skilda angreppssätten vid framtagning. Detta 

resultat mynnar ut i en diskussion om huruvida europeisk sammanhållningspolitik bidrar 

med riktlinjer för regioner över lag eller om prioritering av hur stödpengar används bör 

lämnas åt regionerna själva. Till den europeiska sammanhållningspolitiken finns en del 

fonder och stödpengar knutna och en argumentation förs för att EUs ansvar möjligen bör 

stanna vid fördelningen av stödpengar och att regionerna själva bör ha makten att styra vart 

stödet skall gå för att ge bästa effekt. Det visar sig problematiskt att på EU nivå sätta klara 

riktlinjer som appliceras på alla regioner inom unionen och detta kan vara en anledning till 

sammanhållningspolitikens vaga definition(er). Slutsatsen som dras från detta är att 

europeisk sammanhållningspolitik inte är direkt kopplat till regional strategisk planering 

utan snarare existerar som en diskurs hos yrkesmännen. Det konstateras också att systemet 

för hur sammanhållningspolitik och dess fonder fungerar suboptimalt. En omarbetning där 

regionerna får friare tyglar verkar bättre effektivisera användandet av stödpengar. 
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Preamble 

Over a year ago I sat on a lecture by Lisa van Well and learnt about territorial cohesion. I 

recognised the subject as interesting as the subject offered a broad perspective on planning. A 

macro regional approach that I found compelling. And right there, on that lecture I felt that 

this was a subject I thought I might want to do my master thesis on. This thought has 

throughout time developed into the present shape of my master thesis where I choose to 

study the European Union concept of cohesion, and how it relates to regional strategies for 

development. In the early stages of the research process I had a meeting with Lisa where she 

and I brainstormed around how a study based on cohesion might take shape, and this I 

where the Swedish regional context came in to play. The reason making me want to focus on 

the connection between cohesion and the Swedish regional context was the fact that few 

studies has been done in the area and this thesis gets the chance to contribute to the current 

body of knowledge. 

Of course this thesis has involved more people than me and therefore I would like to extend 

my gratitude to those people. First off I would like to thank my supervisor Maria Håkansson 

for all the support and time she have put in to this project. I would like to thank Lisa van Well 

for her time helping me shape the project towards what it has become today. I would also like 

to thank my informants, Hans Brattström, Niklas Gandal, Fredrik Meurman and Börje 

Wredén for taking the time, helping me to deepen my knowledge about the studied regional 

strategies and how they were prepared. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 
The European Union has since 1986 strived to accomplish Cohesion within the Union. 

Cohesion is seen as a vision or strive, never possible to fulfil but always get closer to (Council 

of Europe, 2004). Cohesion as a European Union concept is a vague term, never explicitly 

defined by the European Union. In academic research a multitude of attempts at definitions 

are made and there exists no one true definition(Begg et al, 2003; European Policies 

Research Centre, 2010; Faludi, 2007; Hansen & Herrmann, 2012; Novy, Swiatek & 

Moulaert, 2012; Scholich, 2007; van Well, 2012). Cohesion is however meant to promote 

overall harmonious development (European Union 2012). Some common understandings are 

found on what cohesion is supposed to achieve. 

 Cohesion is supposed to ensure development (not matter where); and 

 Find an appropriate balance between regional activities in order to increase economic 

competitiveness, ensure social values and strive for sustainable development (Faludi, 

2007). 

This means European cohesion politics is meant to support regional activities towards 

development. Cohesion politics are tied to a set of funds meant to give financial aid to regions 

that is in need for it, especially regions with a lacking or lower rate of development (European 

Union 2012). The overall purpose of cohesion is to facilitate a ‘cohesive Union’ with an overall 

harmonious development. Cohesion holds ideas and guidelines of how regional development 

should occur, at least what is required to receive funds from the EU. In this way cohesion 

politics gives an incentive to regions to conform to these guidelines, at least for regions 

eligible for these funds. Some funds, i.e. funds for interregional cooperation projects, all 

regions may apply for. 

Regions in Sweden are by law bound to have a regional development strategy according to 

‘Förordningen om regionalt tillväxtarbete’ (Ordinance for regional development). This means 

every Swedish region has a strategy on how to develop the region in a desired way. Since 

European cohesion is very much focused on stimulating the regional development there is a 

good chance regional development strategies contains elements of cohesion. Brattström 

(2014-04-01) describes how every Swedish region has a great deal of freedom concerning the 

preparation and design of these regional development plans. Meaning there are no national 

guidelines describing what these are meant to contain. 

This study will explore the connection between European Cohesion politics and two regional 

development strategies and question the use and usefulness of cohesion politics today in a 

discussion. The paper questions if cohesion politics has an impact, in what way and/or if 

there rather is a consensus existing around how Swedish regional development planning is to 

be conducted. 

1.2. Aim 
The aim of this study is to explore if and how European cohesion politics are helpful in the 

modelling of regional development strategies. This is to be achieved through a study of the 

way regional strategies connects to, and if or how these strategies takes advantage of 

European attributes of cohesion. In order to do so an understanding of what attributes 

cohesion holds must be achieved. This is gained through the construction of a cohesion 

framework. By answering the questions; What signs do regional strategy documents show of 

European cohesion attributes in accordance to a self-constructed frame for cohesion? If and 

how cohesion politics are deliberately included in regional development strategies? Is 

cohesion present without being purposefully in cooperated in regional development 
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strategies? a base for analysis concerning the functioning of cohesion politics in relation to 

the regional level is given. 
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2. Method 
To be able to implement the aim of the study the first step was to properly frame what exactly 

is meant with cohesion in this study. As mentioned in 1.1. Background the concept is vague at 

its best. The European Union offer no clear definition and multiple (attempts at) definitions 

coexist in academic writings. Therefor a framework was constructed listing some attributes 

that cohesion holds and is deemed important was highlighted. This framework contains both 

what is communicated on cohesion from the European Union and some important features 

as depicted in academic writing. This was done through a literature review. The literature 

review contains two parts, one part that examines what is communicated on Cohesion from 

the European Union, the documents used here is the Treaty on the European Union, the 

Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, which is the laws the EU go by. 

Furthermore the EU has produced a set of cohesion reports which are meant to assess the 

situation in the EU in terms of its “cohesiveness”. There are at this time five reports existing 

and one is produced every three years. The treaties and these reports together give an idea of 

how the EU envisions cohesion. In academic research cohesion often is discussed through its 

parts; economic-, social- and territorial cohesion. Here a brief explanation of how theorists 

treats the different parts are given as well as some criticism about said way of thinking is 

highlighted. The theorists featured in this section is a selection of a much broader field of 

researchers, the reason for using the theorists used are either that they are pioneers or has 

been used by other researchers as a base for research or that they offer a legible explanation 

of the topic. 

When a brief overview of what exists on cohesion from the European Union and what is 

discussed on the subject in research was completed this overview was used in the 

construction of a chart. This chart holds what is, considered by the author, the key attributes 

of cohesion (see Table 1, 3.1.4. The Frame for Cohesion). While constructing the framework 

on cohesion it became more and more obvious how interlinked the concept was to Multi 

Level Governance (MLG) and therefore it was decided that to get a better picture of cohesion 

a better picture of MLG was needed, therefore a theoretical overview depicting some 

literature on the subject was made. This was also done through a literature review. The 

theorists used in this section ranges from Gary Mark, who started to coin the term on 1992 to 

Elofsson & Rindefjäll who offer a Swedish perspective to the term and presents a lot of 

critique towards usage of MLG as a decision making process. The idea is to, through the 

understanding of MLG get a grasp on how cohesion politics is implemented in regional 

development strategies, in this case in Sweden. 

The next step of the project was to analyse the linkage between cohesion and Swedish 

regional development strategies. After having an exploratory (informal) interview with an 

expert on cohesion an idea of how to pick regional development strategies was attained. The 

first one picked was Stockholm’s regional development strategy, Regional Utvecklingsplan 

för Stockholmsregionen (RUFS 2010). The first reason for this is because of its size, 

Stockholm being the capitol and largest city in Sweden means that many unique and 

interesting challenges is present within the region. The second reason is that it is the location 

where the research for this paper was to be conducted which for instance facilitated the 

conduction of interviews. The second regional strategy chosen was Västerbotten’s regional 

development strategy, Regional Utvecklingsstrategi för Västerbottens län (RUS 2014-2020). 

This because of the region’s difference in preconditions and geographical placement in 

comparison to Stockholm. Another reason is that in the exploratory interview information 

about that they had done some work with cohesion and had some experience with the 

subject, came up. To understand the linkage between these two regional development 

strategies (RUFS 2010 and RUS 2014-2020) and cohesion, document studies on the two 

strategies was conducted. In addition semi structured interviews with people involved with 
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the preparation of the strategies was held. With the informant operating in Västerbotten an 

interview over the phone was conducted and the other informants was met face to face for 

their interviews. When conducting the document study the chart of attributes of cohesion was 

used as analytical frame, listing attributes of cohesion in order to see if the elements was 

present in the documents. While the interviews helped to understand the process of 

preparing the strategies, and how much of cohesion politics was purposefully implemented in 

the process and/or in the actual documents. The semi-structured interviews contained 

questions of how the regional development strategies were prepared, how the informants 

interpreted European cohesion politics and MLG and if and how it had effected the regional 

strategies (see 9.1. Questions for Interviews). This helped to give an understanding of how 

cohesion was treated in the region and to what extent it was purposefully considered. The 

informants interviewed throughout the research period are: 

Hans Brattström, Regional planner, Stockholms läns landsting 

Involved with the initiation of RUFS 2010, worked with the preparation of programs for 

RUFS 2010 as well as the environmental impact assessment. 

Niklas Gandal, Regional planner, Region Västerbotten 

Process manager for the preparation of RUS 2014-2020 

Fredrik Meurman1, Regional planner, Stockholms läns landsting 

Was involved as an actor working for Uppsala county administration. Participated in 

seminars and workshops concerning RUFS 2010 and gave an official statement during the 

preparation. 

Lisa van Well, Researcher, Nordregion (Exploratory interview) 

Börje Wredén, Regional planner, Stockholms läns landsting 

Wrote some of the paragraphs concerning the implementation of RUFS 2010 and worked 

with the part of RUFS 2010 treating macro-regional aspects (Östra Mellan Sverige). Did also 

participate during dialogue work during the preparation. 

The informants were chosen by asking the Regions through email whom to interview. When I 

got a name there I continued on by asking that person who to further interview. A method 

known as snowball sampling or chain referral. 

To initiate the analysis of the regional development strategies RUFS 2010 and RUS 2014-

2020, a first step was to produce a brief overview of what both strategies contained, and after 

that a comparison of the attributes of each strategy (and sub strategy contained within) to the 

attributes found in the framework for cohesion was made. This part of the work is gathered in 

chapter 4. Review of Regional Development Strategies in Sweden. This chapter holds an 

analysis of the documents together with what was discovered during the interviews and 

should be seen as a first part of an analysis. A result of this was that one of the regional 

development strategies (Västerbotten’s RUS 2014-2020) purposefully implemented cohesion 

politics to a great extent while the other (Stockholm’s RUFS 2010) did almost not at all 

consider cohesion but still both plans contained equal connections to cohesion politics. In 

order to better understand what influence Cohesion politics had on the regional development 

strategies a comparison between the two was made. This served as a second part of the 

analysis. The hope was to, through investigating the differences between RUFS 2010 and 

RUS 2014-2020, elucidate the effect cohesion politics had on RUS 2014-2020. The 

expectation was that the two strategies should differ, due to geographical preconditions and 

the strong influence of cohesion during the preparation of one of them, but the result was 

that the two was strikingly similar. The findings from this research led to a discussion about 

                                                        
1 The interviewed Fredrik Meurman is not the author of this paper nor a close relative. 
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the results and why they might look as they did to later on question the usefulness and direct 

influence of cohesion politics and how this type of governance could be organised differently 

and more effective. 

2.1. Delimitations 
One of the choices made during this project was not to explicitly define cohesion. The reason 

for this is that having a clear definition to what is meant by cohesion is not as valuable to this 

study as having a broader understanding of the thinking behind it. Therefor constructing a 

general framework offered a good supplement to show the author’s understanding of 

cohesion politics. 

The choice to study two regional development strategies was based on the time restriction of 

the project. The more regional strategies analysed the easier it is to draw conclusions about 

the linkages between cohesion and the strategies. This is why one of the proposed areas for 

further research is to analyse more regional strategies using the same framework of cohesion.  
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3. Theoretical overview 

3.1. Framing Cohesion 

3.1.1. Introduction 
Literatures often start by depicting the ambiguous and elusive nature of the term Cohesion as 

used by the European Union (Begg et al, 2003; European Policies Research Centre, 2010; 

Faludi, 2007; Hansen & Herrmann, 2012; Novy, Swiatek & Moulaert, 2012; Scholich, 2007; 

van Well, 2012). This has led to many attempts to define the term. The Council Europe 

(2004) describes, “… cohesion is an ideal to be striven for rather than a goal capable of being 

fully achieved. It constantly needs to be nurtured, improved and adapted. Each generation 

has to find a fresh a manageable equilibrium of forces. This is a constantly shifting 

equilibrium which has to adapt to changes in the social and economic environment …” (p. 3). 

The quote frames the concepts fluctuating nature and gives a hint as to why definitions has 

been several and varying. 

This chapter aims to frame cohesion through viewing its objectives and underlying concepts. 

In first hand by examining how the European Union describes Cohesion and how the concept 

has evolved. Secondly by depicting some of the academic debate around Cohesion. Thirdly by 

exploring its relation to Multi-Level Governance 

3.1.2. A European Union Concept 
A first step in framing Cohesion is to review how it is expressed and explained at EU level. 

Cohesion is expressed in the Treaty of Lisbon as economic, social and territorial cohesion, all 

to be given equal importance (European Union, 2007). Out of these three, territorial 

cohesion was amended to the Treaty in connection to the Treaty of Lisbon in 2007, while 

economic and social cohesion has been part since 1986 through the Single European Act 

(European Union, 2014a). As a starting point it is of interest to depict what the Treaty on the 

European Union (TEU) and the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) 

states on Cohesion. These two are consolidated into one document which states the following 

on cohesion (European Union, 2012): 

 The Union shall promote economic, social and territorial cohesion, and solidarity 

among Member States. (Article 3, TEU) 

 Cohesion is a shared competence between the Union and the Member states. (Article 

4, TFEU) 

 Given the place occupied by services of general economic interest in the shared values 

of the Union as well as their role in promoting social and territorial cohesion, the 

Union and the Member States, each within their respective powers and within the 

scope of application of the Treaties, shall take care that such services operate on the 

basis of principles and conditions, particularly economic and financial conditions, 

which enable them to fulfil their missions. (Article 14, TFEU) 

 The Union shall develop and pursue its actions leading to the strengthening of its 

economic, social and territorial cohesion in order to promote its overall harmonious 

development. 

In particular, the Union shall aim at reducing disparities between the levels of 

development of the various regions and the backwardness of the least favoured 

regions. A particular emphasis should be given rural and industrial areas as well as 

regions that suffer severe natural or demographic handicaps. An example is the 

northernmost regions. (Article 174, TFEU) 

 The formulation and implementation of the Union's policies and actions and the 

implementation of the internal market shall take into account the objectives set out in 
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Article 174 and shall contribute to their achievement. This article also enshrines the 

must to submit a cohesion report every three years. (Article 175, TFEU) 

In order to achieve the goals of cohesion some EU funds are mentioned in the articles, more 

specifically article 175 (TFEU) states that the Structural Funds, the European Investment 

Bank and the other existing financial instruments should support the achievement of EU 

cohesion. Moreover the European Regional Development Fund aims to help redress the main 

regional imbalances in the Union through participation in the development and structural 

adjustment of regions whose development is lagging behind and in the conversion of 

declining industrial regions (Article 176, TFEU) and the Cohesion Fund works as an 

instrument to provide financial contribution to transport and environmental projects (Article 

177, TFEU). 

As mentioned above, article 175 states the need to continuously produce reports on cohesion. 

These can be used as a further tool to understand the European Commission’s view on 

Cohesion. These reports have been published every three years since 1996. In 1996 the first 

report on Cohesion was released. Within this, the most concrete attempt to define cohesion is 

given, meaning the most concrete way the European Union has ever defined it (European 

Policies Research Centre, 2010). Worth to point out is that territorial cohesion is not yet 

amended to the Treaty (which was done in 2007) meaning this definition only considers 

economic and social cohesion. 

The First Cohesion Report (European Commission, 1996) states that “General aims [of 

Cohesion] such as solidarity and mutual support must be distilled into substantive, and 

measurable, economic and social targets” p.13. The report carries on by mentioning Article 

174 (TFEU, at the time Article 130a TEU) and how a ‘harmonious development’ and ‘reducing 

disparities and backwardness of the least favoured regions’ reflects how wide disparities are 

intolerable in the Union. Imbalances do not only result in a poorer quality of life for 

disadvantaged regions but also implies “an under-utilisation of human potential and a failure 

to take advantage of economic opportunities which could benefit the Union as a whole.” p.13. 

Reduction of disparities is defined as convergence of basic incomes through higher GDP 

growth, of competitiveness and of employment. This according to the report defines the 

economical aspect of Cohesion. Social Cohesion is to be ensured through social protection 

and regulations (of a social market economy) to correct market failure. Unequal access to 

employment can lead to a marginalisation of sections of society such as the long term 

unemployed, young unemployed and the poor. These effects are measurable parts of social 

cohesion. On a general note the increase of Cohesion within the Union is to a great extent 

connected to change. Change in economic structures as well as the acceptance of new 

technologies and innovations. Accepting change quicker is preferable in comparison to 

delaying change. The adaption to change entails flexibility, which is mentioned as an 

important feature to have amongst all member states. This means that “the aim must be to 

accelerate the rate at which new opportunities are created while attempting to ensure that 

labour force skills match requirements.” p.14. The report also points out four important 

aspects of cohesion: 

 Economic growth and new opportunities in disadvantaged regions does not entail a 

reduction of growth or employment opportunities in other regions (negative 

convergence). 

 Improved economic circumstances are not an end, but a mean to raise living 

standards and quality of life. 

 Cohesion should involve a heightened awareness of the need for development to be 

environmentally sustainable 
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 Cohesion does not mean the same as harmonisation or uniformity; it is solely an aim 

to achieve equality in economic and social opportunities. 

The second report on cohesion does not challenge the definition of cohesion in the first report 

(European Policies Research Centre, 2010). What it does do is introduce territorial cohesion 

(European Commission, 2001). This report starts of by arguing that the concentration of 

people and economic activity to the central parts of Europe, although favourable in the short 

term, would be potentially harmful to the Union as a whole in the long term. In addition to 

this the concentration of activities are not in line with a sustainable development of the EU. 

With this in mind, centre-periphery theory is discussed as pertinent; a polycentric structure 

is seen as favourable. “… the Treaty is aimed primarily at achieving harmonious development 

of the Union as a whole. This, indeed, was the rationale for the formulation of the European 

Spatial Development Perspective (ESDP)… [who] … identified three main aims: a polycentric 

urban development and a new relationship between urban and rural areas; equal access for 

all European regions to infrastructure and know-how and prudent management of natural 

and cultural heritage.” p.29. These aims is seen by the ESDP as important to strengthen the 

territorial aspect of Cohesion. 

The ‘Third report on economic and social cohesion’ offers a description on how and why 

territorial cohesion is complementing the other aspects of cohesion and starts off by stating 

that territorial cohesion “In policy terms, the objective is to help achieve a more balanced 

development by reducing existing disparities, avoiding territorial imbalances and by making 

both sectoral policies which have a spatial impact and regional policy more coherent. The 

concern is also to improve territorial integration and encourage cooperation between 

regions” (European Commission, 2004, p. 27). This has its roots from a previous version of 

the Treaty on the European Union which aimed to “promote economic and social progress 

and a high level of employment and to achieve balanced and sustainable development, in 

particular through the creation of an area without internal frontiers, through the 

strengthening of economic and social cohesion and through the establishment of economic 

and monetary union...” p.27 which implies that people should not be disadvantaged no 

matter where they operate within the Union. This arguing also shows how the European 

Commission gives territorial cohesion the importance of being embedded in the Treaty. Even 

whether “territorial imbalances” is on a European level, at national level or on a regional 

level, the cost of treating social consequences of imbalance implies a suboptimal allocation of 

resources, and a less effective economic competitiveness which in turn effects the entire 

union’s possibilities for economic competitiveness (European Commission, 2004). A similar 

argumentation is found in the first report on cohesion. 

In the latest (fifth) cohesion report released November 2010 great consideration is given to 

the Europe 2020 strategy. It states that the aim of the cohesion report is to support the 

strategy and highlight how economic, social and territorial cohesion can contribute to meet 

the objectives therein. In addition the Fifth report on economic, social and territorial 

cohesion is the first report on cohesion adopted under the Lisbon Treaty, which means it 

holds new aims of (territorial) cohesion in comparison to the older reports. The report 

considers how the territorial impact of policies can be measured, which gives an idea of 

cohesion goals through viewing its indicators. The report lifts three main objectives; Promote 

economic competitiveness and convergence, Improve well-being and reduce social exclusion 

and Enhance environmental sustainability. To achieve these some underlying objectives are 

formulated. In short those are (European Commission, 2010a): 

 Promote economic competitiveness and convergence 

 Support innovation 

 Improve infrastructure 
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 Strengthen institutions (to support innovation) 

 Improve well-being and reduce social exclusion 

 Improved life expectancy and health 

 Improve living conditions 

 Averting Poverty 

 Enhance environmental sustainability 

 Adapting to climate change 

 Limiting climate change 

 Improving environmental quality 

This report has a strong policy focus and argues that cohesion should make a shift toward a 

stronger result focus (European Commission, 2010a). 

The Europe 2020 strategy is of importance to the direction Cohesion has taken. In 2009 a 

financial crisis hits Europe, which is to substantially affect the goals of cohesion. In the wake 

of the crisis the European Union formulates the Europe 2020 strategy, in 2010, in order to 

tackle the challenges the financial crisis has brought. The overall theme of the strategy is 

smart, sustainable and inclusive growth. The 2020 strategy puts forward three priorities 

which are (European Commission, 2010b): 

 Smart growth: developing an economy based on knowledge and innovation. 

 Sustainable growth: promoting a more resource efficient, greener and more 

competitive economy. 

 Inclusive growth: fostering a high-employment economy delivering social and 

territorial cohesion. 

(European Commission, 2010b, p. 3) 

These priorities are concretised with 5 goals: 

 75 % of the population aged 20-64 should be employed. 

 3% of the EU's GDP should be invested in R&D. 

 The "20/20/20" climate/energy targets should be met (including an increase to 30% 

of emissions reduction if the conditions are right). 

 The share of early school leavers should be under 10% and at least 40% of the younger 

generation should have a tertiary degree. 

 20 million less people should be at risk of poverty. 

(European Commission, 2010b, p. 3) 

To catalyse progress in the three priorities the Commission puts forward seven initiatives. In 

short those are: 

 Support of Innovation 

 Improved education system 

 Expansion of high-speed internet access 

 Efficient use of (renewable) recourses, this includes efficiency in transport systems 

 Strengthening the industrial and business sector 

 Modernisation of labour markets 

 Aversion of poverty 

The Europe 2020 strategy furthermore states that economic, social and territorial cohesion is 

at the heart of the strategy in order to ensure that all energies and capacities are mobilised 

and focused in order to achieve the three priorities laid out within. 
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3.1.3. The Concept in Academic Research 
Cohesion in academia is usually depicted as an elusive and diffuse term, a term that lacks a 

clear definition (Begg et al, 2003; European Policies Research Centre, 2010; Faludi, 2007; 
Hansen & Herrmann, 2012; Novy, Swiatek & Moulaert, 2012; Scholich, 2007; van Well, 

2012). Begg et al (2003, p.4) suggests that “It [Cohesion] embraces: convergence in the sense 

of fostering the catch-up of more backward economies; economic development or 

regeneration for economies that have encountered difficulties; redistribution at the level of 

the household or the individual; and the assurance of a spatial balance across territories.” 

Faludi (2007) speaks about territorial cohesion and how it concerns the just distribution of 

opportunities in space, but how it also will help to unravel unexploited potential in different 

regions. Allen (2005, p. 238 in Faludi, 2007, p. 568) states that: ’The logic assumes that 

economic convergence among countries and among regions will deliver cohesion, which in 

turn will deliver growth, competitiveness, employment, and sustainable development, and 

thus the Lisbon and Gothenburg objectives.’. The concept of Cohesion is in many cases in 

academic writing picked apart in into its components: economic, social and territorial 

cohesion and the literature concerning the different parts is therefore separated (European 

Policies Research Centre, 2010). In contrast, the European Union’s idea of the objectives of 

Cohesion is of them being interlinked, and should be seen as one policy objective. Here a 

short review of each of the cohesion objectives in academia will follow. 

Economic cohesion has been strongly connected to convergence and productivity (European 

Policies Research Centre, 2010). The economic conceptualisation has been focusing on the 

study of macro-economic indicators and in this way cohesion has been studied. Begg et al 

(2003, p.6) states that “economic cohesion can largely be equated with differences in 

economic performance using simple macroeconomic indicators: income per head or the 

unemployment rate are the most used.” Hansen & Herrmann (2012) argues that a commonly 

accepted definition of economic cohesion is not available but that ‘absolute disparities’ is one 

out of two main components of economic cohesion. They continue by saying that absolute 

disparities exist in gross domestic production (GDP) per capita. The other component is the 

development of disparities over time, measured as an increase or decrease of income 

disparities and leads to economic convergence or divergence. An important criticism of this is 

found in ‘An agenda for a reformed cohesion policy’ or ‘the Barca report’. Where Barca 

(2009) discusses how convergence is neither a justifiable policy end to itself or a necessary 

condition of policy success in pursuing either the efficiency or social objective of cohesion. 

The reasoning behind this is that regions lagging behind can grow while agglomerated areas 

grow at a much higher pace, increasing the divergence while increasing the overall efficiency 

of the Union. 

Social cohesion is concerned a multidimensional concept, a concept that contains 

socioeconomic, cultural, ecological and political dimensions. Same as economic cohesion, 

social cohesion has many definitions as a result of which dimension of it is examined (Novy, 

Swiatek & Moulaert, 2012). Firstly, social cohesion is seen as a process rather than an end 

goal (Jenson, 1998; Novy, Swiatek & Moulaert, 2012), much like the European Union 

describes Cohesion as a whole. Jenson (1998) describes social cohesion through five 

constituent dimensions: 

 Belonging/Isolation – Is drawn from the accepted notion that social cohesion 

concerns collective values, and people feeling a part of the same community. 

 Inclusion/Exclusion – Social Cohesion has a strong connection to economy and 

markets (such as a labour market) and being excluded threatens cohesion. 
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 Participation/Non-involvement – is a dimension regarding the relationship between 

institutions, on different levels, and the people. An inclusion of people and local 

institutions toward national (or higher) level fosters participation. 

 Recognition/Rejection – Recognising and embracing difference, whether it is 

differences of power, recourses or values such as religion and culture, is a dimension 

of social cohesion. Recognition enables utilisation of difference. 

 Legitimacy/Illegitimacy – Living with the value conflicts that arise in a plural society 

requires a responsibility that does not solely rest upon the individual. This means 

institutions and state has a responsibility and in order to uphold the plural society, 

legitimate institutions is required. 

Novy, Swiatek & Moulaert (2012) stresses the ambiguity of the concept in allowing people to 

be different and in the meantime be treated equally. And poses the question of how much 

social-mix / homogeneity is required for an area to be cohesive? The Barca Report offers a 

definition of social inclusion as: “the extent to which, with reference to multidimensional 

outcomes, all individuals (and groups) can enjoy essential standards and the disparities 

between individuals (and groups) are socially acceptable, the process through which these 

results are achieved being participatory and fair.”(Barca, 2009, pp. 29-30). In this quote the 

inclusion is measured by tolerable disparities between people. This means that disparities are 

acceptable to an extent and if what is tolerable is defined, a way of quantifying social 

inclusion could be found. Attempts have been made to ‘quantify’ social cohesion. The OECD 

published ‘Society at a glance’ in 2011 listing five indicators of social cohesion (OECD, 2011): 

 Trust 

 Confidence in social institutions 

 Pro- and anti-social behaviour 

 Voting 

 Tolerance 

Each of these indicators are measured by answers to questions found in the report Society at 

a Glance 2011 - OECD Social Indicators (OECD, 2011). Trust is based on the question 

“Generally speaking would you say that most people can be trusted or that you need to be 

very careful in dealing with people?” Confidence in social institutions is based on Gallup’s 

corruption index. “Pro-social behaviour averages country responses to three questions about 

whether the respondent has volunteered time, donated money to a charity and helped a 

stranger in the last month. Anti-social behaviour averages responses to questions on whether 

the respondent has had money or property stolen in the last year and been assaulted.” Voting 

is based on voting turnout. Tolerance is based on Gallup’s tolerance index, which is “the ratio 

of the people who respond yes to the question of whether the city or area where they live a 

good place or not a good place to live for ethnic minorities, migrants, or gay or lesbian people 

to all people contacted.” 

The Council of Europe (2005) analyses social cohesion in order to measure it in a 

methodological guide. In this analysis social cohesion is described to consist of four 

attributes; Equity in the enjoyment of rights, Dignity/ recognition, Autonomy/ occupational, 

family and personal development and Participation/ commitment. These four are given sub 

categories and indicators that correspond to them. The indicators listed by the Council of 

Europe is (see Figure 1). 
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Territorial cohesion has been in the academic debate long before it was amended to the 

Treaty on the European Union (European Policies Research Centre, 2010). Many attempts 

have been made to define and conceptualise the term territorial cohesion, which share, with 

economic and social cohesion, the elusiveness and lack of a clear and consistent definition 

(van Well, 2012). In academia territorial cohesion has been strongly linked to polycentric 

development (European Policies Research Centre, 2010; van Well 2012). Mirwaldt et al. 

(2009, p. 17 in van Well, 2012, p. 1557) identified five European-wide aspects of Territorial 

Cohesion: 

 Strengthening polycentric development and growth poles. 

 Sustainable development and energy (in line with the Gothenburg strategy). 

 Aid to marginalized areas with specific territorial handicaps. 

 Improving accessibility via infrastructure investments (Trans-European Networks 

and Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)). 

 Creating equitable living conditions. 

(Mirwaldt et al. 2009, p. 17 in van Well, 2012, p. 1557) 

One aspect attributed to Territorial cohesion, touched upon in the list above is infrastructure 

and accessibility. This comes from the notion (in the third cohesion report) of not being 

disadvantaged no matter where a person happens to live or work within the Union. Scholich 

(2007, pp. 154-155) states that: “Lagging development can, in particular, be observed 

regarding the use of modern ICT by private households.” Highlighting the role of internet 

infrastructure embedded in territorial cohesion. 

The Green Paper on Territorial Cohesion (Commission of the European Communities, 2008) 

offers an attempt to clarify what Territorial cohesion is. What were found in this report are 

three themes embedded in the concept: 

 Concentration; overcoming difference in density through: “… avoiding excessive 

concentrations of growth and facilitating the access to the increasing returns of 

agglomeration in all territories.” p.6 

 Connecting territories; overcoming distance through various types of infrastructure 

(such as roads, railroads and broadband connection.) 

Equity in the enjoyment of rights: 1. Inequality of income distribution. 2. Long-

term unemployment rate. 3. Life expectancy at birth. 4a. Proportion of homeless 

people in the population. 4b. Population without access to quality housing. 

Dignity/recognition: 5. Assumption of senior responsibilities for women. 6. 

Ethnic or religious ghettos. 7. Elderly people who receive a minimum old age 

allowance. Autonomy/occupational, family and personal development: 8a 

Proportion of over-indebted households. 8b Proportion of households below the 

poverty threshold in spite of both parents working. 9. Dropout rate at the 

minimum school-leaving age without qualifications. 10. Ability of children from 

disadvantaged social backgrounds to succeed at school. 

Participation/commitment: 11. Participation in elections by 18-34 year-olds. 12. 

Proportion of the budget reserved for social issues. 13. Workers with disabilities in 

the public and private sector. 14. Proportion of jobs in the voluntary sector. 15. 

Elderly people living with their families. 16. Confidence in public institutions. 17. 

Suicide rate. 18. Awareness of human rights and of the right to justice. 19. 

Subjective perception of health. 20. Murder rate. 

Council of Europe, 2005 

Figure 1, Indicators for determining social cohesion, Source: European Policies 
Research Centre, 2010, p.12 
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 Cooperation; overcoming division through cooperation on various levels. 

The paper states that: ”the concept of territorial cohesion builds bridges between economic 

effectiveness, social cohesion and ecological balance, putting sustainable development at the 

heart of policy design.” (Commission of the European Communities, 2008, p.3) This goes 

hand in hand with Faludi’s (2007) description of Territorial cohesion as an umbrella concept, 

hosting goals of economic and social cohesion. Scholich (2007, p.10) agrees with this notion 

in stating that: “It is difficult to say whether the territorial aspect is adding something new to 

economic and social cohesion or whether it is already contained in these two aspects.” And 

concludes that territorial cohesion cannot be interpreted by its wordings alone, rather it 

needs to be viewed as a component alongside economic and social cohesion.  

3.1.4. The Frame for Cohesion 
The expose above is a broad spectrum of what cohesion can entail. In order to analyse the 

regional development strategies a narrower framework would be preferable. In this section a 

framework that delimits the attributes of cohesion into what is interpreted as main themes 

and main attributes will be constructed. This framework will later be used when analysing the 

regional development strategies through the lens of cohesion. In order to interpret main 

themes of cohesion a place to start is in its heart, the Treaty on the European Union. The 

European Union states that: The Union shall develop and pursue its actions leading to the 

strengthening of its economic, social and territorial cohesion in order to promote its overall 

harmonious development. In particular, the Union shall aim at reducing disparities between 

the levels of development of the various regions and the backwardness of the least favoured 

regions. A particular emphasis should be given rural and industrial areas as well as regions 

that suffer severe natural or demographic handicaps. An example is the northernmost 

regions (Article 174, TFEU). Within this article of the treaty it is described how economic, 

social and territorial cohesion is used to promote overall harmonious development. Meaning 

cohesion is a mean to strengthen development. In order to accomplish this a set of attributes 

has been associated with cohesion. These attributes are found in the expose above and the 

ones standing out are summarised in Table 1. 

As mentioned earlier the EU does not make a division of economic, social and territorial 

cohesion but rather treat it as one objective while academic research tent do make this 

division. In Table 1 this division is made and is purely to help with the readability of the 

chart. This with the exception for attributes found in academic research, as academic 

research tends to make this division of cohesion. 
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Table 1, Chart of Attributes of Cohesion, Self-made 
 

Chart of Attributes of Cohesion 

  

Document Economic 
Cohesion 

Social Cohesion Territorial 
Cohesion 

General 
attributes 

Treaty on 
the 
European 
Union 

 Promotion of overall 
harmonious 
development 

 Counteraction of the 
backwardness of least 
favoured regions 

  Economic, social 
and territorial 
cohesion is a tool 
for development 

First 
cohesion 
report 

 Promote economic 
growth 

 Create and take 
advantage of 
economic 
opportunities 

 Support innovation 

 Provide a skilled 
labour force 

 Improving quality of life    Environmental 
sustainability 

Second 
cohesion 
report 

   Support a 
polycentric 
development 

 Equal access to 
infrastructure 

 

Third 
cohesion 
report 

 Promote economic 
competitiveness 

 Reduce disparities within 
and between regions 

 Improve territorial 
integration 

 

EU 2020 
strategy 

 Support innovation 

 Strengthen the 
industrial and 
business sector 

 Modernise labour 
market (e.g. by using 
ICT) 

 Aversion of poverty  Expand high speed 
internet access 

 Develop 
infrastructure 

 Sustainable 
resource use 

 Improve the 
education system 

 

Fifth 
cohesion 
report 

 Promote economic 
competitiveness and 
convergence 

 Support innovation 

 Strengthen 
institutions 

 Improve life expectancy 
and health 

 Improve living conditions 

 Aversion of poverty 
 

 Improve 
infrastructure 

 Support the EU 
2020 strategy 

 Adapting to 
climate change 

 Limiting climate 
change 

 Improve 
environmental 
quality 

Academic 
Research 

 Promotes 
convergence and 
productivity 

 Measured through 
GDP and 
employment rates 

 Counteracting social 
exclusion (promoting 
employment) 

 Improving trust (in 
institutions) 

 All individuals should be 
able to enjoy essential 
standards 

 Disparities should be 
socially acceptable 

 Support equitable living 
conditions 

 Promote polycentric 
development 

 Aid marginalised 
areas 

  Develop 
infrastructure and 
the use of ICT 

 Cooperation among 
and in-between 
different levels 
(aspects of Multi 
level governance) 

 Sustainable 
development 
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The attributes mentioned in Table 1 are all meant to contribute to the cohesiveness of the 

European Union and are identified through the theoretical overview as important for a 

cohesive Union. The chart constructed on previous page is what will be used as a framework 

when identifying elements of cohesion within the regional development strategies; RUFS 

2010 and RUS 2014-2020. When boiling the chart down to its essentials, 20 attributes of 

cohesion are found. These are listed in Table 2. 

Table 2, Attributes of Cohesion, Self-made 

Attributes of cohesion 

Promote economic growth/competitiveness 
Seize economic opportunities 
Support innovation 
Provide skilled labour 
Improve education system 
Modernise labour market 
Strengthen institutions 
Improving trust (in institutions) 
Reduce disparities 
Improve quality of life 
Avert poverty 
Improve life expectancy & health 
Counteracting social exclusion 
Support a polycentric development 
Equal access to infrastructure 
Improve territorial integration 
Expand high speed internet access 
Develop infrastructure 
Develop ICT 
Improve environmental sustainability 

 

These attributes are associated to cohesion politics but is not in any sense exclusive to 

cohesion. However if these attributes are found in the regional development strategies a 

similarity can be ascertained. 

3.2. Multi-Level Governance 
In academic literature concerning the state of the European Union and democracy, two lines 

of theorization is highlighted (Marks, 1993; Piattoni, 2009; Trnski, 2005). Trnski (2005) 

offers a simplistic overview of these two lines where the first is state-centric governance and 

the other multi-level governance (MLG). State centric governance (Intergovernmental 

approach) assumes that European integration does not challenge the autonomy of nation 

states but rather strengthen it. No member state has to integrate more than it desires making 

the European Union’s bargains rest on the lowest common denominator set by nation states. 

Ergo the sovereignty and autonomy of the state is not challenged. The view of MLG considers 

European integration a polity creating process where authority and policy making is shared 

across multiple governmental, sub national and supranational levels, meaning that the nation 

states give up some sovereignty in order to gain accomplishments in other fields, such as 

economic growth. Marks (1993) offers a similar explanation where he on the one side puts 

realists, neo-realists and intergovernmental theorists who argue that member states and their 

executives dominate the decision making processes. These theorists stress the subordination 

of supranational institutions to member state executives and how the member states are 

directly represented in the European Council. On the other side Marks put the functionalists 

and neo-functionalists claiming that integration such as the on in the European Union 
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compromise state autonomy and sovereignty by shaping institutional competencies, 

resources and decision making rules on a supranational level. 

When MLG was first discussed in academia it challenged the state centric 

(intergovernmental) contention that non-state interests could influence European Union 

policy creation processes only through state representatives (Piattoni, 2010). In other words 

the sovereign state worked as a ‘gate keeper’ between the EU and non-state actors. Three 

contentions of liberal intergovernmentalism were given at the time:  

1. Governments could effectively control the centre-periphery gates, deciding which 

subnational formations were given the possibility to represent themselves.  

2. Governments could control the state-society gates, keeping the power to select and 

prioritise societal demands making those priorities national interests.  

3. Governments could keep the domestic-foreign gates, making the government the sole 

representative of domestic interests.  

Attention was brought to non-national state authorities and non-governmental organisations 

(NGOs) role in the politics of the EU and therefore their capacity to participate on 

international arenas without the ‘gatekeepers’ permission. Trnski (2005) gives as an example 

the opening of sub-national lobbying offices in Brussels as a way of influencing European 

policy making. He continues by arguing that in this way sub-national actors can be as 

important to policy making as central governments and the European Union’s institutions. 

“Each level of actors holds important resources, such as information, political power, 

expertise and prestige, and all are engaged in a bargain relationship” (Trnski, 2005, p. 24). 

This means that sub-national actors do not necessarily have their role in the EU mediated by 

central governments. The Regions within the European Union strive to strengthen their role 

by the creation of cooperative bodies with the goal of becoming a second chamber of the 

European parliament (Elofsson & Rindefjäll, 1998). 

MLG was first discussed in 1992 by Gary Marks whom proposed it to be a useful concept to 

understand some of the decision making dynamics in the European Union (Piattoni, 2009). 

When Marks (1993) first started to coin the term he discussed MLG in relation to cohesion 

policy and the structural fund. He depicts how “…the dominant conception of possible 

outcomes [of the decision making in the European Union] has been a continuum between a 

system dominated by existing states at one extreme and a supranational European state at 

the other.” p. 401. Marks (1993) argue that experiences of structural policy leads to a 

revaluation of this conception of outcomes. The structural policy does not follow the above 

quoted continuum but rather appear a two sided process involving a decentralisation of 

power to sub-national level while centralising a new type of power at supranational level. 

Marks sees this as a pilot track in future European polity, the edge of MLG where 

“supranational, national, regional and local governments are enmeshed in territorially 

overarching policy networks.” p. 402. To further explain this Marks shows this figure of 

policy networks after 1992 (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2, Territorial policy networks Post-1992, Source: Marks, 1993, p. 405 

Figure 2 shows Marks depiction of MLG in the new functioning of policy networks. He states 

that there is one respect making the model misleading and that is that the figure suggests 

homogenous patterns of MLG across the EC (European Union). In fact, wide variations exist 

across and within member states. What Marks did, according to Piattoni (2009) was to draw 

attention to the capacity of non-central state authorities to move (and even remove) the 

centre-periphery gate (1) and cross the domestic-foreign gate (3) both by representation 

without state-centric approval in the EU. This gives the multi-level component of MLG. The 

other thing Marks managed to draw attention to was how non-governmental organisations 

had influenced the politicians and the decision making within the EU (see Trnski’s example 

of lobbying offices above) breaking through the state-society gate (2) thus giving the 

governance aspect of MLG. This new process of actors moving freely across traditional levels 

and spheres of authority was not only multi-level but also multi-actor, meaning that different 

actors linked different governmental levels and populated the policy networks formed. 

Piattoni (2009) argues that MLG is a summary of the following general propositions: 

 When the scale of economic or political activity is shifted a qualitative change occurs 
to the actors that mobilises at these levels 

 Private actors may acquires public functions and public actors may act as private, 
blurring the public-private dichotomy embedded in history of state 

 This blurring is done purposefully by private actors claiming their “public” function in 
areas not treated by existing institutions. By acting private some authorities act 

outside of what is treated by their own institutions. 

 This blurring extends to sub state-supra state and domestic-international boundaries 
inherent in traditional institutions 

 This dynamic (blurring) does not occur automatically but rather is driven by actor 
who gains from this blurring. 

 The dynamics are strengthened if they are projected as legitimate, “new legitimacy 
discourses will be fashioned and new evidence will be mobilized in support of the 
newly crafted normative arguments” (Piattoni, 2009, p. 3) 
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Elofsson & Rindefjäll (1998) discusses MLG in relation to democracy and gives a review of 

the possible democratic consequences in such a system. With a multi-actor system the people 

get more ways to express their opinions. As the so called access points multiply in a MLG 

system multiple forums and ways of expressing opinion is in place. This could lead to an 

increase in democratic activity; given more people use these access points. This would be a 

democratic gain in comparison to state centric governance. However the area of influence is 

limited by the extent of the network in which an actor operates. The new networks in a MLG 

system for without state control, meaning there is nowhere to turn when lacking these 

networks. This in hand leads to that the groups with bigger networks are able to push their 

agenda harder in comparison to groups in smaller networks. Generally groups with a lot of 

resources, knowledge etcetera gets greater possibilities to influence, which is not democratic. 

Another aspect of a MLG system is that as a de-centralisation of state power is shifted 

towards regions a centralisation of decision-making occurs at a supra-national level. While a 

gain in democracy occurs through the de-centralisation, where the people come closer to 

power, a criticism is that power over the “real” decisions is made above people’s heads. The 

overarching decisions of importance are made by a small select group in the European Union. 

Marks (1993) discuss this phenomenon through the treaties on the European Union and how 

they provide a rough outline for institution building. This leads to nations not knowing what 

they agree on when signing on. 

As regions start to operate at a supra-national level they work toward their own goals with 

their own preconditions (Elofsson & Rindefjäll, 1998). These goals might not be the same as 

the nations and in some cases the might even contradict national aims and goals. In a MLG 

system the regions operating at supra-national level might undermine the nation and its 

interests, which is also considered a loss of democracy. Another point of concern highlighted 

by Elofsson & Rindefjäll (1998) is the issue of transparency. MLG contains a complex 

negotiation environment where many negotiations are conducted behind closed doors, and 

this has consequences on the transparency. This makes the authors pose the question of to 

which degree democracy can be sacrificed in favour of efficiency. Something else highlighted 

is issues of accountability. In MLG many actors on many levels share responsibilities of what 

is produced, may it be policies or projects. If or when something goes wrong there is not a 

clear state or organisation to hold accountable. This may lead to actors taking risks that they 

would not have taken if accountability to that same actor was present. In conclusion the risk 

of a MLG system has a risk of letting certain interests dominate the political arena in a less 

transparent system. 

3.3. Multi-Level Governance Aspects of Cohesion 
As already mentioned in 3.2. Multi-Level Governance the term was fist coined by Marks in 

1992 and it was in relation to European cohesion policy (Piattoni, 2009) and the structural 

fund (Marks, 1993). This makes Cohesion as framed above and MLG explicitly interlinked. 

Scholich (2007) describes Territorial Cohesion and how it relates to MLG in what he calls 

territorial governance which “… refers in particular to the distribution of rules and 

responsibilities among the different levels of government (supra-national, national and sub-

national) and the underlying processes of negotiation and consensus building.” (Scholich, 

2009, p.16).  

Niklas Gandal (2014-03-28) explained in an interview how the European Union is actively 

promoting and trying to facilitate a MLG system, the same is shown by Scholich (2009) who 

shows a diagram of how the EU plans to in cooperate cohesion policy into such a system (see 
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Figure 3).

 

Figure 3, Translation of policy concepts into tailor made policies for territories, Diagram taken 
from the TSPDoc; in TSPDoc 2006 it is not included anymore, Source: Scholich, 2009, p. 17 

MLG has shifted from a way of explaining how the European Union works by theorists to 

something the European Union actively try to promote. A recent study from the European 

Parliament (2014) found that: “The contributions of MLG to the effectiveness and legitimacy 

of policy-making have become increasingly important issues for EU policymakers,” p. 23. 

According to this study the understanding of MLG used in relation to cohesion policy and 

policy making is that no clear definition exists but the general conception is that it concerns 

the participation of a range of different types of actors, both public and private, in policy 

making and implementation. This happens through formal and informal means. The study 

highlights three key benefits of MLG: 

 Externalities can be internalised 

 Economies of scale can be better exploited 

 Tailoring of policies are able to better reflect the heterogeneous preferences of citizens 

The two main winnings is explained to be effectiveness and legitimacy. The report recognises 

some of the risks depicted in 3.2. Multi-Level Governance put forward by Elofsson & 

Rindefjäll about issues of accountability and transparency. 
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4. Review of Regional Development Strategies in Sweden 

4.1. Introduction and Background 
This chapter will consist of a descriptive overview of the two studied regional strategies. It 

starts off by describing the regional strategy of Stockholm (RUFS 2010 - Regional 

Utvecklingsplan för Stockholmsregionen) and then the regional strategy of Region 

Västerbotten (RUS 2014-2020 – Regional Utvecklingsstrategi för Västerbottens län). Each 

strategy will be given a brief introduction on its content in general. After that, elements of 

cohesion is identified, both in the process and in the resulting strategies. This is done on a 

descriptive level with base in the constructed framework of cohesion as well as with 

interviews conducted with people who worked with the formulation of respective strategy. 

The purpose of this is to clarify if and how European cohesion politics has influenced the two 

strategies in order to analyse and evaluate this linkage. To better understand the regions 

strategies a short background describing the regions is required. 

 

Figure 4, Map showing Sweden and the Two Studied Regions, Self-made 
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The Stockholm region is located in mid-western Sweden (see Figure 4) and is by population 

the largest region in Sweden (Statistiska centralbyrån, 2014). The region is the host of 

Sweden’s capitol Stockholm city which also is Sweden’s largest city by population. Sweden 

had a population of almost 9,650,000 in 2013. Out of these 2,160,000 lived in the Stockholm 

region and out of these almost 900,000 in Stockholm municipality. The second largest 

municipality is Huddinge with about 100,000 inhabitants but the division of population 

between Stockholm’s 26 municipalities is quite even, with the exception of Stockholm 

municipality. This means a lot of the regions activity is concentrated to Stockholm city, which 

in Swedish measures is considered a dense city hosting almost on tenth of Sweden’s total 

population. In 2011 the Stockholm region had a Gross Regional Production (GRP) of 

1,060,000 Million Swedish Krona, and out of these about 620,000 was from the service 

sector, for the GRP divided by sector see Figure 5 (Statistiska centralbyrån, 2012). The 

service sector is of most importance to the Stockholm region’s economy with around 30% of 

Sweden’s total GDP produced in the region. This makes Stockholm city an important centre 

for economic activity. The service sector is relying on a well educate workforce, which is 

easier to attain in denser areas. 

The Västerbotten region is located in Northern Sweden and stretches from Norway in the 

west to the Baltic Sea in the east (see Figure 4). The region is the host of two middle sized 

cities, Umeå and Skellefteå (Statistiska centralbyrån, 2014). As mentioned, Sweden had a 

population of almost 9,650,000 in 2013. Out of these 260,000 lived in the Västerbotten 

region and out of these almost 190,000 in Umeå and Skellefteå (Umeå had 118,000 

inhabitants and Skellefteå 72,000). 73% of the region’s population live in either Umeå or 

Skellefteå municipality while the rest of the population is divided on the remaining 13 

municipalities. The region is signified by great physical distances and (with the exception of 

Umeå and Skellefteå) sparsely populated areas, making the maintenance of services such as 

healthcare a challenge (Region Västerbotten, 2013). In 2011 the Västerbotten region had a 

GRP of 83,000 Million Swedish Krona, and out of these about 53,000 was from the 

production and service sector with an even distribution in between them. For the GRP 

divided by sector see Figure 5 (Statistiska centralbyrån, 2012). The service and production 

sector seems to have equal importance to the Västerbotten region’s economy which makes 

resource management as well as competence among the work force important for 

Västerbotten. 
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Figure 5, Gross Regional Production by Sector, 2011, Source: Statistiska Centralbyrån, 2012 

4.2. Strategy for the Stockholm Region: RUFS 2010 – Regional 

Utvecklingsplan för Stockholmsregionen 

4.2.1. Strategy in Short 
This summary is solely based on the regional plan for the Stockholm region, RUFS 2010 

(Stockholms läns lansdsting, 2010). 

The regional strategy RUFS 2010 is a combined regional plan (in accordance with Plan och 

Bygglagen, the Swedish planning- and building act) and regional development strategy (In 

accordance with Förordningen om regionalt tillväxtarbete’ the Ordinance for regional 

development). This short summary of RUFS 2010 will only focus on the strategic elements of 

the plan because that is the part of interest for this study. 

RUFS 2010 is based on a vision of becoming Europe’s most attractive metropolitan region. 

To achieve this vision a set of goals are formulated and to fulfil the goals a set of strategies are 

devised. The goals of RUFS 2010 is to have: An open and accessible region, A growing region 

with a competitive edge, A region with high quality of life and A resource efficient region 

(translations by author). These goals are drawn from a set of background documents and an 

inventory of the challenges the Stockholm region faces. 

The background documents used during the preparation of RUFS 2010 is its predecessor 

RUFS 2001 and its current affairs trial document released in 2005, a report on Stockholm 

from the OECD released in 2006, A development plan for Stockholm’s coast and archipelago 

released in 2008, A regional strategy for equity released 2008, ‘the Stockholm agreement’ 

regarding the development of Stockholm’s transportation infrastructure released in 2006 and 

A national strategy for regional competitiveness, entrepreneurship and employment released 

2007. Moreover the regional development strategy identifies six main challenges that the 

region will face in the future. The first challenge is to enable population growth while 
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assuring an improved climate and health among the habitants. A growth in population causes 

and increase of land development, transports and energy usage and handling this while 

accommodating more people is a challenge. The second challenge is to be able to exist as a 

small metropolitan area whilst being a strong actor internationally. Having a relatively small 

population (in international comparison) makes it hard to be prominent in many areas of 

expertise. Therefore the challenge is to keep a high quality in education and labour market. 

The third challenge is to increase the feeling of safety in a world that feels less and less safe. 

Increasing the trust among people and towards institutions contributes to an increased 

quality of life and enables people to accomplish their life goals. To decrease the negative 

impact on the environment and in the same time develop an accessible region that enables 

economic growth is the fourth challenge. A growing region requires more transport 

infrastructure and may lead to more emissions from congestion, finding a balance to reduce 

environmental impact is important for the Stockholm region. The fifth challenge is to tackle 

lacks of capacity while needs continue to grow. The need for housing, education and 

transport infrastructure has not developed at the same rate as the population growth, a 

challenge for the future is to have this happen and handle the investments necessary to do so. 

The final challenge identified is the issues with opening up the region and decrease exclusion. 

The creation of an open and tolerant region is a hard, long-term work and one of the 

challenges Stockholm need to face. 

With this background four goals was formulated, these are: An open and accessible region, A 

growing region with a competitive edge, A region with high quality of life and A resource 

efficient region. An open and accessible region is a goal to embrace new thoughts, social 

diversity and giving all citizens equal opportunities, a region based on openness. Another 

part of this goal is to make the region more accessible both internally and to people outside of 

the region. A growing region with a competitive edge is a goal aimed to create a more 

dynamic region, which inspires new innovations, spawning new businesses. A region with 

high employment, education level and entrepreneurship. A region with high quality of life 

contains the goal of providing an environment with clean air, clean water and a pleasant, 

safe, healthy and beautiful atmosphere. Social cohesion with a high degree of equity and trust 

between everyone is of importance. A resource efficient region has the purpose of supporting 

a well-planned efficient region where the needs of the population are provided for and 

recourses do not go to waste. 

In order to achieve these goal six strategies are formulated. These are: Increase sustained 

capacity and quality in the education-, the transport- and the housing sector, Develop ideas 

and the ability to renew, Ensure values for future needs, Further develop a polycentric and 

dense region, Strengthen cohesion and Enable opportunities (translation by author)2. 

Increase sustained capacity and quality in the education-, the transport- and the housing 

sector is the first strategy, which focuses on increasing the capacity and quality of the 

education system and the transport- and housing sector. The limitations in said sectors 

hinder the development in the region and are currently not keeping the same rate of 

development as the population increase. A high quality in education is important for the 

region to keep its stature as a knowledge-based economy. The housing sector need to produce 

more and better places to live. A varied supply of housing with possibilities for everyone is 

striven for. This contributes to the regions competitive possibilities by attracting new 

residents. The development of transport infrastructure helps tie the region together as well as 

                                                        
2 Original titles are: ‘Öka uthållig kapacitet och kvalitet inom utbildning, transporterna och 
bostadssektorn’, ‘Utveckla idéer och förnyelseförmåga’, ’Säkra värden för framtida behov’, 
’Vidareutveckla en flerkärnig och tät region’, ’Stärk sammanhållningen’ and ’Frigöra livschanser’. 
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assure connections to other regions and nations. Transport infrastructure is a conductor of 

growth. 

Develop ideas and the ability to renew is a strategy with the purpose of improving the 

preconditions of change and innovation. Through strong scientific institutions, advanced 

markets and a function as an international arena with a high level of knowledge an innovative 

environment is created. Strategic efforts from the public sector are to be coordinated with the 

efforts of other actors on the market in order to give the whole region a chance at global 

competitiveness. The central position in the Baltic Sea area is an advantage when attracting 

multinational companies, which will be exploited. 

Ensure values for future needs is a strategy aimed as managing cultural-, recreational- and 

natural values as well as values in the built environment. This foremost helps to provide a 

high quality of life in the region. The strategy also contains aspects of developing technology 

that reduces negative environmental impacts. The systems for water, sewage, waste, energy 

and transports need to be environmentally friendly and efficient. A third aspect of the 

strategy is resource management. Using the resources in an efficient and sustainable way 

helps to ensure the future needs for the region. The provision of energy is to be transformed 

and only provide energy from renewable sources. 

Further develop a polycentric and dense region is a strategy promoting dense construction 

of housing and multiple cores where service and leisure is provided. Building housing densely 

provides possibilities of preserving the green areas in the region, providing an increased 

quality of life as well as give greater possibilities for public transports to be efficient. Public 

transports and transport infrastructure is key in developing a polycentric structure, having 

multiple cores in the region diminishes the need for long transports and lessens the 

dependencies of one strong city (like Stockholm) in favour for many moderately sized cities, 

or parts of a city. 

Strengthen cohesion is the fifth strategy, aimed at facilitating integration and increasing the 

unity and coherency in the region. Having the region united gives the habitants the feeling of 

inclusion, safety and trust, which is important both for economic development and quality of 

life. Having meeting places for a diversity of people helps to build social capital. The strategy 

firstly aims to decrease the segregation in space between different ethnical groups, this by 

looking at processes on the housing market leading to segregation. 

Enable opportunities is a strategy aimed at removing barriers that disables people from 

exploiting their opportunities. The strategy speaks of barriers formed from inequities where 

factors like gender or religious view might expose them to prejudice which leads to 

opportunities not being available. Not having these opportunities might lead to exclusion 

from society and poor health as well as making the region miss out on chances for economic 

growth. The strategy promotes systems where competence is valued on its own merit without 

discrimination. To sustain a region based on openness all forms of discrimination must 

cease. 

4.2.2. RUFS 2010, Cohesion Politics and MLG 
When examining the connection between the regional development strategy RUFS 2010 in 

connection to European cohesion politics a starting point is to view what documents and 

policies the strategy is based upon. The document with the biggest influence for RUFS 2010 

is RUFS 2001 (Brattström, 2014-04-01; Meurman, 2014-04-02; Stockholms läns landsting, 

2010; Wredén, 2014-04-02). RUFS 2001 has no evident connections to cohesion according to 

the informants. Looking closer at RUFS 2010 there is mention of A national strategy for 

regional competitiveness, entrepreneurship and employment 2007-2013 (translation by 
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author)3. This is a document giving a base for RUFS 2010 (Stockholms läns landsting, 2010). 

When reading this document it is obvious that this is a expression of European cohesion 

politics. A national strategy for regional competitiveness, entrepreneurship and 

employment 2007-2013 states: ”Den europeiska sammanhållningspolitiken har som mål att 

bidra till ekonomisk och social sammanhållning inom EU genom att minska regionala 

skillnader och ojämlikheter mellan människor. Den kommande programperioden 2007–

2013 syftar till att skapa konkurrenskraft och sysselsättning genom att ta tillvara de 

förutsättningar som finns inom hela Europeiska unionen och skapa möjligheter för alla 

regioner att bidra till Europas konkurrenskraft.” (Regeringskansliet, 2007, p. 4) ”European 

cohesion politics contains goals to contribute to economic and social cohesion within the 

Union through the decrease of regional disparities and inequalities between people. The 

upcoming program period 2007-2013 aims to enable competitiveness and employment 

opportunities through seizing the potentials within all regions to contribute to Europe’s 

competitiveness.” (translation by author). In a sense, the national strategy for regional 

competitiveness, entrepreneurship and employment 2007-2013 is a Swedish interpretation 

of European Cohesion Policy 2007-2013 (Regeringskansliet, 2007). Within this strategy four 

areas of priority is identified, these are: Innovation and renewability, Provision of labour and 

labour skills, Accessibility and Strategic inter-regional cooperation. These are all attributes 

found in the chart of attributes of cohesion (see 3.1.4. The Frame for Cohesion). ”Den 

[nationella strategin] syftar också till att utveckla dialogen och samspelet mellan aktörer på 

lokal, regional, nationell nivå och EU-nivå.” (Regeringskansliet, 2007, p. 5) ”It [the national 

strategy] also aims to develop the dialogue and interaction between actors on local, regional, 

national and EU level” (translation by author). This is an expression of MLG and how this 

strategy aims to implement it to regions in Sweden. Trnski (2005, p. 24) described MLG as a 

system where: “Each level of actors holds important resources, such as information, political 

power, expertise and prestige, and all are engaged in a bargain relationship”. Gandal (2014-

03-28) mentioned that the European Union actively promotes a MLG system and it is clear 

through A national strategy for regional competitiveness, entrepreneurship and 

employment 2007-2013 that Sweden at national level supports this. 

The content of the national strategy clearly points to Cohesion politics but the question 

remains of how it has influenced RUFS 2010. According to Meurman (2014-04-02) A 

national strategy for regional competitiveness, entrepreneurship and employment 2007-

2013 has had some influence on RUFS 2010, mostly when it comes to non-physical sectors of 

the plan, for instance strategies concerning education, economic growth and employment. 

Wredén (2014-04-02) states that the relationship between the two documents are the other 

way around and that A national strategy for regional competitiveness, entrepreneurship 

and employment 2007-2013 supports RUFS 2010 but consideration was not taken to the 

national strategy when formulating RUFS 2010. He continues by saying that the same 

relationship could apply to the Lisbon strategy as well as EU 2020. They support the ideas in 

RUFS but was not considered when RUFS was actually formulated. Brattström (2014-04-01) 

gives the same picture where he states that RUFS 2010 was formulated first and in retrospect 

the Cohesion politics was reviewed. The findings from this was that RUFS 2010 was fairly 

well in line with Cohesion policy but this was not a goal from the start. 

When asked about if there is a connection between RUFS 2010 and cohesion Wredén (2014-

04-02) replies that the simple answer is no, that there is no connection. Meurman (2014-04-

02) means that European cohesion politics has not influenced the preparation of RUFS 2010 

and Brattstöm (2014-04-01) states that cohesion has been a non-issue. What similarities that 

do exist between RUFS 2010 and cohesion has according to them not been deliberate. Even 

                                                        
3 En nationell strategi för regional konkurrenskraft, entreprenörskap och sysselsättning 2007– 2013 
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thou cohesion is not purposefully embedded in RUFS 2010 similarities can be identified. 

What follows now is a short summary of the similarities between cohesion politics and the six 

sub strategies in RUFS 2010. 

Increase sustained capacity and quality in the education-, the transport- and the housing 

sector, the first sub strategy of RUFS 2010, holds goals of improving the quality and capacity 

of the educational system in the region. The purpose being to sustain the knowledge based 

economy the region now rests on. The same ideas are described in cohesion politics. The first 

cohesion report discusses the importance of providing a skilled labour force in order to 

sustain economic growth. In research education is described as a tool to counteract social 

exclusion, where education leads to employment, and in this way averting poverty. The 

strategy also concern the goal to increase capacity of transport infrastructure, both within the 

region and to other regions and countries. This theme is found in several cohesion reports. 

The second report describes the importance of equal access to infrastructure as a part of 

territorial cohesion. The third report highlights the importance of territorial integration. 

Develop ideas and the ability to renew, the second sub strategy is oriented towards the 

support of ideas and innovation. This is seen by the region as an important way to stimulate 

economic growth.  Supporting research and development and entrepreneurship is also a part 

of this strategy. All of these themes are very similar to how the European Union wishes to 

stimulate growth, which has been an aim from the first report on cohesion to the latest (fifth). 

Innovation is mentioned as an important feature for achieving (economic) cohesion. The 

strategy aims to strengthen the regions position in global networks, in order to better 

compete on a global market. Economic competitiveness is a mean to ensure (economic) 

cohesion mentioned e.g. in the fifth cohesion report. 

Ensure values for future needs is a sub strategy aimed at preservation of the environment for 

future generations. Sustainable development is a general goal of cohesion. More specifically 

the strategy aims to reduce disturbances that effect habitants in negative ways (e.g. noise 

pollution). This is a way to improve quality of life and the health of people in the region. 

Goals also found in the fifth report on cohesion. 

Further develop a polycentric and dense region, is a sub strategy aimed at promoting a 

polycentric and dense city scape and region. Polycentricism is a mean of cohesion discussed 

in the second cohesion report. Research has long tied polycentric development to territorial 

cohesion (see Mirwaldt et al. 2009 in van Well, 2012). The strategy also mentions the 

preservation of green areas and spaces for recreation, something that ties in to cohesion 

politics notion of quality of life. 

Strengthen cohesion is aimed at strengthening the trust and acceptance between the 

habitants within the region as well as increase the social capital amongst people. This has 

strong similarities to many cohesion attributes tied to social aspects. In research promoting 

trust and counteracting social exclusion is highlighted as an important feature of social 

cohesion. 

Enable opportunities is, same as Strengthen cohesion, aimed at reducing the social 

exclusion, in this strategy through counteraction of segregation. Enabling life opportunities 

for everyone is done through the strengthening of a functioning labour market, as poor 

opportunities leads to social exclusion. Inclusion and participation is the goal. In cohesion 

politics these aspects, same as the previous sub strategy, have strong similarities to social 

cohesion questions. 

When looking for MLG thinking in RUFS 2010 it is clear that, same as with cohesion, special 

concern is not given to this. It is stated that: “Strategiska offentliga insatser ska samspela 
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med den prioritering som andra aktörer gör,” (Stockholms läns landsting, 2010, p. 22) 

”Strategic public actions shall be coordinated with priorities that other actors make,” A 

qutote from RUFS 2010 that shows that a first step towards MLG is made. Wredén (2014-04-

02) means that MLG is a reality and in a sense embedded in Swedish law (where it is stated 

that all municipalities should have a certain amount of sovereignty), and that MLG is 

something the Stockholm region has to handle, but not actively promote. 

4.3. Strategy for the Västerbotten Region: RUS 2014-2020 – Regional 

Utvecklingsstrategi för Västerbottens län 

4.3.1. Strategy in Short 
This summary is solely based on the regional strategy for the Västerbotten region, RUS 2014-

2020 (Region Västerbotten, 2013) 

The regional strategy of Västerbotten Region was produced with the purpose of helping 

decision makers on different levels and different institutions get a more coherent view of the 

direction the Västerbotten Region wishes to take its development. The sole goal, according to 

the plan, is simple. It is to make Västerbotten a better place to live and work. In order to 

achieve this the region wishes to nurture sustainable growth. The strategy consists of six sub 

strategies in order to tackle the challenges ahead. When formulating these sub-strategies a 

global perspective has been applied. Three starting points has been especially important, 

these are the Europe 2020 strategy, an Integration theme and the challenges within the 

Västerbotten region. 

The Europe 2020 strategy is briefly summarised in chapter 3.1.2. A European Union Concept 

and will therefore not be explained here. The Integration theme describes how Västerbotten 

wishes to work with equality and the distribution of power, influence, capital and unpaid 

housework between men and women. Another part of the Integration theme is diversity. The 

theme promotes equal rights for everyone, no matter gender, transgender identity or 

expression, disability, ethnic or religious belonging. A third part of the theme concerns 

environment. Here Sweden’s environmental goals are mentioned and a linkage to growth is 

made, the environmental challenges needs to be handled to achieve sustainable growth. The 

third starting point is taking into account the regions challenges and potentials. Here three 

main topics are brought up. The first one is the emergence of information and knowledge 

society. The strategy mentions the need for good possibilities for education and the need for 

educational institutions to be an integral part of society with strong national and 

international networks. The second challenge is the climate threat and the need for 

Västerbotten to tackle this. In the region transports is the biggest source of emissions and 

this needs to be handled. The third challenge is the demographic composition, and 

demographic changes occurring in the region. An increasing amount of elderly people 

demands new welfare solutions and the migration of young women threatens to lower the 

population increase. 

With this backdrop the six sub strategies are formulated. These are: Societies that include 

and develop people, Structures for innovation, Environmentally driven development, 

Investments in education and competence, Place-based trade and industry development and 

An accessible and outward region (translation by author)4. 

Societies that include and develop people is the first sub strategy which aims to achieve social 

sustainability and possibilities for good quality of life for all habitants in the region. To do 

                                                        
4 Original titles are: : ‘Samhällen som inkluderar och utvecklar människor’, ’Strukturer för innovation’, 
’Miljödriven utveckling’, ’Investeringar i utbildning och kompetens’, ’Plastbaserad 
näringslivsutveckling’ and ’En tillgänglig och utåtriktad region’. 
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this four areas of priority is mentioned, these are: Cooperation and finding new solutions to 

provide services. This is prioritised due to the wide spread of habitants on a large area of the 

region. Active promotion of diversity and equity, this to give everyone equal opportunities to 

live their lives. A rich cultural life, social economy and leisure life. This to improve social 

capital as well as sustain the already rich voluntary sector. Digital solutions for increased 

efficiency within welfare means to increase the possibilities to access healthcare decreasing 

the vast physical distances within the region. 

Structures for innovation is meant to reinforce the structures nurturing innovations, 

innovations that comes from a high knowledge base and creates growing companies in the 

region. The four priority areas of this sub strategy are: A concerted regional innovation 

support system with strong actors, with the main purpose to make the innovation support 

system more efficient. Meeting places for innovation is the second priority, with the goal of 

creating meetings in order to, through exchange of knowledge, spawn innovation. Increased 

cooperation between industry and academic institutions is prioritised and is described to 

have a central role in creating competitively strong environments. The last priority is Good 

access to risk capital, to have the possibility to follow through the ideas spawned. 

Environmentally driven development is purposed to support the reduction of the regions 

negative environmental impact and in the meantime support innovations contributing to this 

goal. Also this sub strategy has four areas of priority: Increased production and relative usage 

of renewable energy is aimed to increase production of renewable energy. Promoting energy 

efficient solutions in housing, common (indoor) spaces and vacation homes is aimed at 

lowering the energy usage in the region. Sustainable production and consumption is aimed to 

increase awareness in order to lower energy usage as well as to stimulate innovation towards 

new solutions. Companies based on managing resources in a sustainable way, has the aim to 

involve companies to work with the environment, for instance through eco system services 

and ‘Clean Tech’5. 

Investments in education and competence has the aim to ensure that the required 

competence is present in the region as well as provide possibilities for personal development. 

This sub strategy consists of five areas of priority, the first one being to increase the amount 

of students with a degree from secondary school (in Swedish: gymnasieexamen). This degree 

has a big importance for the ability to engage in the labour market and reduces the risk of 

exclusion from society. The second priority is to increase the amount of people who finished a 

postsecondary degree (in Swedish: eftergymnasial utbildning). The region has a need for a 

highly educated workforce and education gives opportunities for personal development. The 

third priority is to develop the use of digital tools in education, this in order to help tailor 

education for individual needs and preconditions. Increasing the amount employed between 

the ages of 20-64 is the fourth priority. By utilising the competences of the people of 

Västerbotten exclusion is reduced. The final priority is to improve the match-making on the 

labour market. In order to supply the demand of competence it is important that the right 

employee ends up at the right workplace. 

Place-based trade and industry development is a sub strategy focused on helping industries 

with tools for success, special concern is given to industries with poor preconditions. It 

consists of seven prioritised areas, which are: More and growing companies is together with 

sustainable growth describes as a must for the regions continuous competitive edge. To 

globalise small- and medium sized businesses is another priority to strengthen the trade and 

industry’s competitive edge. The third priority is to develop digital services and business 

                                                        
5 Clean tech or clean technologies is defined as products and services with clear environmental benefits 
in comparison to existing technology, and has a market potential. 
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models, a strong digital infrastructure is already present to continue building upon. Digital 

services help to reduce issues of small local markets. The fourth priority is to increase the 

employment rate and entrepreneurship in tourism. The United Nation predicts an increase in 

tourism and the tourism industry is an important employer in sparsely populated areas. 

Because of this the Västerbotten region feels this should be a priority. The fifth priority is to 

further refine natural resources and resource efficient technologies, this to achieve a long 

term sustainable growth. A viable reindeer husbandry in close cooperation with the Sami 

people is the fifth priority. To strengthen this unique feature in the region is of interest to 

Västerbotten as well as the European Union. The final priority is to enhance the 

entrepreneurship within Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). This is seen as 

a market of the future and Västerbotten aims to maintain its competitive edge in distance-

spanning technologies in order to become more globally competitive as a region. 

An accessible and outward region is a sub strategy meant to unite and open up Västerbotten 

to its people but also to people outside of the regions borders. Five areas of priority have been 

identified to achieve this. Improved system function and capacity in transport infrastructure 

is the first priority and an important function for a region as vast as Västerbotten. A well-

connected region with good transport infrastructure facilitates regional enlargement and 

opens up employment opportunities. The second priority is to facilitate a sustainable 

passenger- and goods transports, as transports is the region’s largest producer off emissions 

the need for making it environmentally friendly is high, both to achieve environmental goals 

but also to facilitate good health among the habitants. Strengthened cohesion around 

international transport-cooperation’s and strategic planning is the third priority. It has the 

goal of giving the region more influence in cross-region and international strategic 

infrastructure decisions. A high access to broadband is the fourth priority, while the access 

already is good in the region there is room for improvement and digitalisation is an 

important piece of the region’s future development. The final priority is to develop new- and 

further develop existing international cooperation’s, this generally strengthens the regions 

development. 

4.3.2. RUS 2014-2020, Cohesion Politics and MLG 
When examining the connection between the regional development strategy and European 

cohesion politics a starting point is to view what documents and policies the strategy is based 

upon. In doing this it is clear that the Europe 2020 strategy is the single biggest base of RUS 

2014-2020 (Region Västerbotten, 2013; Niklas Gandal, 2014-03-28). As mentioned in 3.1.2. 

A European Union Concept the EU 2020 has also been (and is) decisive in the direction 

cohesion has taken. The most important policy to achieve the goals of the EU 2020 strategy is 

Cohesion policy and the tools in doing so the funds connected to Cohesion policy. This is 

recognised in RUS 2014-2020:”Den europeiska sammanhållningspolitiken, med de fonder 

och program som är kopplat till den, är ett viktigt verktyg för genomförandet [av Europa 

2020].” p.5. ”European Cohesion politics, with its funds and programs connected to it, is an 

important tool for the implementation [of Europe 2020] (translation by author). The 

decision from Västerbotten’s part to, in such degree, in cooperate the EU 2020 strategy 

shows how the region is leaning towards EU. Niklas Gandal (2014-03-28), who was process 

manager during the preparation of RUS 2014-2020, describes how Cohesion policy to a great 

extent has influenced the regional plan. The region receives financial aid through the 

different funds connected to Cohesion policy and this, according to Gandal, works as an 

incentive to align the regional strategy towards European strategies. 
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Two other important documents in focus during the preparation of RUS 2014-2020 was the 

national digital agenda and the national strategy for innovations (Translation by Author)6 

(Gandal, 2014-03-28). Looking closer at these the national digital agenda has a base in the 

European digital agenda (Regeringskansliet, 2011) which in turn is one of the flagship 

initiatives of the EU 2020 strategy (European Commission, 2010b). The national strategy for 

innovations is based on The OECD Innovation Strategy: Getting a Head Start on Tomorrow 

and the EU 2020 strategy (Regeringskansliet, 2012). 

In the foreword of RUS 2014-2020 it is described how the overarching goal of the strategy is 

to work towards improving the preconditions to compete locally, regionally and globally of all 

parts of the region. This is a statement very reminiscent of the one on the Treaty on the 

Functioning of the European Union: “The Union shall develop and pursue its actions leading 

to the strengthening of its economic, social and territorial cohesion in order to promote its 

overall harmonious development.” (see 3.1.2. A European Union Concept). According to 

Gandal (2014-03-28) the greatest similarity between the regional strategy and cohesion 

politics is the presumption that everyone should be able to develop and take advantage of 

what is offered, both within the region and in the European Union. 

Looking closer at the six sub-strategies additional connections between RUS 2014-2020 and 

European cohesion is found. Societies that include and develop people mentions social 

sustainability, favourable living conditions and the overarching goal of establishing the same 

possibilities for people to develop and live their lives. This ties on to the establishing of an 

overall harmonious development as mentioned above. In 3.1.3. The concept in Academic 

Research the definition of social inclusion is given according to Barca (2009) , which has a 

clear connection to what is mentioned as goals for this strategy, that ‘all individuals can enjoy 

essential standards’, which is something that RUS 2014-2020 aims to uphold. As described in 

the same chapter inclusion is one of the five constituent dimensions of social cohesion 

defined by Jenson which also connects to the Europe 2020 strategy where one of the flagship 

initiatives is to avert poverty “… to ensure social and territorial cohesion such that the 

benefits of growth and jobs are widely shared and people experiencing poverty and social 

exclusion are enabled to live in dignity and take an active part in society.”(European 

Commission, 2010b. p. 4). The Swedish interpretation of aversion of poverty will be 

discussed further in 5. Comparison of the Regional Development Strategy Documents. 

Another part of the strategy Societies that include and develop people is the development of 

digital infrastructure and ICT which, as mentioned earlier, is a part of the national digital 

agenda and ties back to EU 2020. The fifth cohesion report (among others) does concern 

cohesion with the expansion of infrastructure in general (see 3.1.2. A European Union 

Concept) and therefore also high speed internet can be viewed as an element of cohesion. In 

academia (3.1.3. The concept in Academic Research) infrastructure and ICT is discussed 

through the lens of territorial cohesion where Scholich connects lagging development to an 

underuse of ICT in households. In Västerbotten’s case the Internet infrastructure is of a high 

standard but developing it further is a way to reduce the physical distances in the region 

(Gandal, 2014-03-28). 

Structures for innovation, the second sub-strategy contains one of the elements most aligned 

towards European cohesion politics according to Gandal (2014-03-28). That is the creation of 

an environment supportive of innovation. Supporting innovation is one of the seven flagship 

initiatives of EU 2020 but was mentioned as important for growth within the EU already in 

the first cohesion report in 1996 (see 3.1.2. A European Union Concept). In the fifth cohesion 

report two out of the three sub strategies to promote economic competitiveness is aimed 

                                                        
6The original titles are: It i människans tjänst – en digital agenda för Sverige and Den nationella 
innovationsstrategin 
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towards supporting innovation and strengthen institutions in order to further support 

innovation, much like what is described in RUS 2014-2020. Another thing brought up in the 

sub-strategy is the investments made in research and development (R&D) where the amount 

(in per cent) is compared to the goal in EU 2020 (3% of GDP) and it is stated that 

Västerbotten fulfils this goal. 

Environmentally driven development is according to Gandal (2014-03-28) a sub-strategy 

that holds strong connections to cohesion. In comparison to the framework constructed 

around cohesion environmental sustainability is discussed already in the first report on 

cohesion. Working towards environmentally friendly growth has in a sense always been a 

goal of cohesion. The fifth report on cohesion mentions the enhancement of environmental 

sustainability as one of three main objectives, which has a base in the EU 2020 strategy. 

Investments in education and competence focuses on competence increasing actions and 

improving the level of education, this is recognised already in the first cohesion report as 

important to sustain growth: “the aim must be to accelerate the rate at which new 

opportunities are created while attempting to ensure that labour force skills match 

requirements.” (European Commission, 1996 p .14). This aspect is as well one of the 

strategies in RUS 2014-2020 most similar and connected to cohesion (Gandal, 2014-03-28). 

One of the indicators given to quantify and measure social cohesion is the dropout rate from 

schools, showing how this type of questions has both an economic and social aspect (see 

3.1.3. The Concept in Academic Research). This sub-strategy has strong connections to the 

EU 2020 strategy as well. One of the six flagship initiatives is to improve education systems 

and one of the five quantified goals is that “The share of early school leavers should be under 

10% and at least 40% of the younger generation should have a tertiary degree.” (European 

Commission, 2010b, p. 3) 

Place-based trade and industry development is a sub-strategy focused on growth. In 

academia the area of economic cohesion has been focusing on growth and productivity (see 

3.1.3. The Concept in Academic Research). And in a sense this is at the heart of cohesion, 

promoting overall growth within the Union. The Treaty on the Functioning of the European 

Union states: The Union shall develop and pursue its actions leading to the strengthening of 

its economic, social and territorial cohesion in order to promote its overall harmonious 

development. In particular, the Union shall aim at reducing disparities between the levels of 

development of the various regions and the backwardness of the least favoured regions. A 

particular emphasis should be given rural and industrial areas as well as regions that suffer 

severe natural or demographic handicaps. An example is the northernmost regions. (Article 

174, TFEU). The sub-strategy mentions that growth should not occur on the cost of the 

environment or social structures, and should be based on the strengths within the region. The 

strategy also highlights the importance of international cooperation and being active on a 

global market. This is a way for the region to strengthen its possibilities to compete (Region 

Västerbotten, 2013). Interregional cooperation is one of the things cohesion policy focuses on 

and provides fund for which makes this a connection between RUS 2014-2020 and Cohesion 

Politics. The first sub-strategy, Societies that include and develop people, mentions the 

development of ICT and this is recurring in this strategy, this time with a focus on promoting 

growth. The connection between ICT and cohesion is explained earlier in this chapter. 

An accessible and outward region has a strong connection to territorial cohesion. As 

mentioned above the development of infrastructure has been tied to territorial cohesion in 

academic research and this sub-strategy concerns a sustainable transport infrastructure and 

digital infrastructure. Gandal (2014-03-28) views the strategic elements concerning 

transports is one of the biggest similarities between RUS 2014-2020 and cohesion politics. 

There is mention of coordination in international infrastructure projects and a willingness to 
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participate in those. International cooperation is a part of this strategy same as the previous 

as a tool to improve the accessibility of the region. This strategy explicitly expresses the wish 

to adapt the region’s work towards the EU and cohesion policy (and funds). An action 

described in the strategy is to: ”Utveckla ett mer strategiskt och sammanhållet arbetssätt mot 

EU och på nationell nivå samt höja kompetens och engagemang inom området t.ex. vad 

gäller externa finansieringsmöjligheter.” (Region Västerbotten, 2013, p.28) ”Develop a more 

strategic and cohesive way of working towards the EU and national level as well as raise the 

competence and involvement within the area for example when it comes to possibilities for 

external funding” (translation by author). This shows how Västerbotten position itself as a 

region towards the EU. The interest for cooperation is there. 

The regional strategy RUS 2014-2020 is not only connected to cohesion but the 

implementation of the strategy has connections to a MLG way of thinking. Gandal (2014-03-

28) states that the Västerbotten region has worked actively with MLG and what they call 

‘samhandling’ (collective action) which is a collaborative way of working, implementing 

projects on multiple levels, actors working in consensus. In the regional strategy it is stated 

that the local aspects more and more connects to what happens on global level and the local 

level gets more and more dependent on the shifts on a global market. This dependency leads 

to an adaptation of regional development politics in Västerbotten. ”Den regionala 

utvecklingspolitiken präglas allt mer av flernivåstyre” (Region Västerbotten, 2013,p. 5). ”The 

regional development politics is more and more characterised by MLG” (translation by 

author). A clue of how the region views this is in appendix 2 of RUS 2014-2020 (see Figure 

6). 
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Figure 6, Programs and strategies on diffrent levels, Source: Region Västerbotten, 2013, p. 37 

Figure 6 shows the different levels of governance within the EU and some of the, from 

Västerbotten’s perspective, important strategies and programs. By considering these 

Västerbotten becomes active in several platforms on several levels. One of the actions 

described in the strategy is to: ”Stärka kopplingen och samarbete mellan strategisk och fysisk 

planering på olika geografiska nivåer, bl. a. inom metod- och dialogutveckling.” (Region 

Västerbotten, 2013, p .28) ”Strengthen the connection and cooperation between strategic and 

physical planning on multiple geographical levels.” (translation by author). Västerbotten is 

actively promoting MLG as a way of implementing RUS 2014-2020. 
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5. Comparison of the Regional Development Strategy 

Documents 
As shown in the previous chapter, Västerbotten’s regional development strategy has 

purposefully in cooperated cohesion politics while Stockholm’s has not. Given this a 

comparison in between the two is of interest. When the connection between the regional 

strategies and cohesion has been elucidated the next step is to make this comparison. What 

comes of such a comparison will hopefully give an inclination of if and how cohesion has (and 

to what extent) influenced the content of the regional development strategies. Each regional 

strategy document contains six sub-strategies which together form the strategic element of 

RUFS 2010 and RUS 2014-2020. This is mentioned due to RUFS function as both regional 

development plan and development strategy. The sub- strategies main themes summarised in 

Table 3. 

Table 3, Main Themes of Sub-strategies in both Regional Development Strategies, Self-made 

RUFS 2010 RUS 2014-2020 

Improve education, 
transport and housing 
possibilities 

Enable life opportunities 
(reduce social exclusion) 

Support Innovation Support innovation 
Sustainable development Sustainable development 
Develop a polycentric region Improve education (and 

competence) possibilities 
Strengthen cohesion (reduce 
social exclusion) 

Enable growth through 
trade and industry 

Enable life opportunities 
(reduce social exclusion) 

Improve infrastructure 

Here presented in the order they appear in respective document. If they are moved around 

the two columns would look a lot more similar (see Table 4). 

Table 4, Main Themes of Sub-strategies in both Regional Development Strategies, Different Order, 
Self-made 

RUFS 2010 RUS 2014-2020 

Improve education, 
transport and housing 
possibilities 

Improve education (and 
competence) possibilities 
Improve infrastructure 

Support Innovation Support innovation 
Sustainable development Sustainable development 
Enable life opportunities 
(reduce social exclusion) 

Enable life opportunities 
(reduce social exclusion) 

Develop a polycentric 
region 

Enable growth through 
trade and industry 

Strengthen cohesion  
(reduce social exclusion) 

 

 

As shown in Table 4, four of RUFS 2010 sub-strategies holds the same themes as five of the 

RUS 2014-2020 sub-strategies. This shows the similarities between the two regional 

strategies. This is in a sense remarkable as the two regions have widely different geographical 

preconditions. The Stockholm region being a dense (in a Swedish context) metropolitan 

region with much of its activity concentrated to Stockholm city. Västerbotten region on the 

other hand is located in the northern periphery, containing two middle sized cities (Umeå 

and Skellefteå) but mostly sparsely populated rural areas. According to the informants both 
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RUFS 2010 and RUS 2014-2020 has taken consideration to the specific preconditions of the 

region (Brattström, 2014-04-01; Gandal, 2014-03-28). Something that is not visible when 

studying the overarching themes of the sub strategies but is more visible in the fine print. 

However it is still a noteworthy result that the two strategies proved to be as similar as they 

did. 

How about the connection between the regional strategies and cohesion? As described in 4. 

Review of Regional Development Strategies in Sweden RUFS 2010 holds almost no 

deliberate elements of cohesion. According to the informants cohesion policy hasn’t been 

given any notice when RUFS 2010 was prepared (Brattström, 2014-04-01; Meurman, 2014-

04-02; Wredén, 2014-04-02) while Västerbotten’s RUS 2014-2020 was more or less based 

around the EU 2020 strategy and took great consideration to cohesion politics (Gandal, 

2014-03-28). One of the reasons for Västerbotten’s alignment towards cohesion in 

comparison to Stockholm’s might be the funding Västerbotten receives. Västerbotten receives 

more economic support from the funds connected to cohesion politics and cohesion policy in 

comparison to the Stockholm region (Brattström, 2014-04-01; Gandal, 2014-03-28). Gandal 

(2014-03-28) summarises that European cohesion politics has the purpose of allowing 

regions to take advantage of what the European Union has to offer. When one of the regional 

strategies has an alignment towards cohesion and the other does not it might be expected 

that the strategy (RUS 2014-2020) in cooperating these elements contain more and clearer 

connections to cohesion. The chart containing attributes of cohesion in chapter 3.1.4. The 

Frame for Cohesion provided a base for analysis of the strategies, the results when 

comparing the plans against this chart is listed in Table 5. 

Table 5, Attributes of Cohesion within the Regional Development Strategies, Self-made 

Attribute of Cohesion RUFS 2010 RUS 2014-
2020 

Promote economic growth/competitiveness   
Seize economic opportunities   
Support innovation   
Provide skilled labour   
Improve education system   
Modernise labour market   
Strengthen institutions   
Improving trust (in institutions)   
Reduce disparities   
Improve quality of life   
Avert poverty   
Improve life expectancy & health   
Counteracting social exclusion   
Support a polycentric development   
Equal access to infrastructure   
Improve territorial integration   
Expand high speed internet access   
Develop infrastructure   
Develop ICT   
Improve environmental sustainability   
   
Total of 20 attributes 16 16 

 

In Table 5 a tick represent an attribute existing within the regional strategy in accordance to 

the theoretical framework of cohesion. When putting it crudely, both strategies contains the 
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same amount of attributes of cohesion, even thou one is aimed to do so and the other is not. 

The table also shows that out of the 16 attributes of cohesion each regional strategy contains, 

14 attributes are the same for both strategies. 

To some extent both regional strategies in cooperated European cohesion politics 

“unknowingly” through national strategic documents. In RUFS 2010’s case through A 

national strategy for regional competitiveness, entrepreneurship and employment 2007-

2013 and in RUS 2014-2020 through The national digital agenda and The national strategy 

for innovations. All of these documents use European cohesion politics and policies as a base 

for their preparation (as shown in chapter 4. Review of Regional Development Strategies in 

Sweden). According to informants these documents had little influence when preparing the 

regional strategies (Gandal, 2014-03-28; Meurman, 2014-04-02; Wredén, 2014-04-02). 

Something that points towards these documents not being the reason for the existence of 

cohesion politics within both development strategies. 

A reason for the similarities could be that the components of cohesion is not something made 

up by the European Union, rather it is existing practice, discussed in academic research and 

used in strategic planning, before it is proven effective and therefore in cooperated in 

cohesion politics. An example of this is the aspect of polycentric development which was 

discussed in academic writing before it was connected to European cohesion. The same 

applies to Territorial cohesion which was coined as a term both in academic research and 

within the EU before actually amended to the Treaty (European Policies Research Centre, 

2010). Another reason for this similarity is that this ‘best’ planning practise is known by 

practitioners in both regions and therefore the regional development strategies look similar, a 

sort of discourse may be present. 

There are a few attributes of cohesion present in one development strategy but not the other. 

In RUFS 2010 case there are two; Strengthen institutions and Support a polycentric 

structure. The reason for these two existing in Stockholm’s regional strategy is probably due 

to the Stockholm region’s preconditions. For instance it is first when an area reaches a 

certain density multiple cores and a polycentric development can be viable. A density 

Västerbotten lacks. In RUS 2014-2020 Improving life expectancy and health and Expand 

high speed internet access are two attributes of cohesion found that is not in RUFS 2010. 

Once again this probably have to do with the preconditions and challenges of the area. 

Västerbotten describes in RUS 2014-2020 that providing healthcare and other services is a 

challenge and on of their strategies to meet this challenge is by digitalising some of this 

service provision (Region Västerbotten, 2013). This could be the reason as to why both of 

these attributes are found only in Västerbotten’s regional development strategy. 

Two attributes of cohesion exist in neither regional strategy, these are improving trust (in 

institutions) and averting poverty. . A way to measure trust in institutions, as a part of social 

cohesion, is voting turnouts (OECD, 2011). A reason for this aspect not being treated in any of 

the regional strategies could be because the trust in institutions in Sweden is generally high. 

The voting turnout in the latest general election was around 85% of the population eligible to 

vote (Statistiska Centralbyrån, 2012). During the interviews it was clear that the informants 

interpreted the aversion of poverty, and in a sense social cohesion as the reduction of social 

exclusion and promotion of integration (Brattström, 2014-04-01; Gandal, 2014-03-28). This 

might have to do with the issues existing within the regions, where spatial integration and 

integration in employment markets might be lacking. 
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6. Discussion 

6.1. Discussion of the Results 
As shown in the Analysis, RUFS 2010 and RUS 2014-2020 are quite similar. A first logical 

topic to discuss is why this could be. One reason could be that they are both Swedish regions. 

To argument for this it has to be assumed that Sweden is a relatively homogenous country, or 

at least that the two regions are, with similar preconditions. This argument is proven hard to 

make as homogeneity is not the case when comparing the two region. As mentioned in 4. 

Review of Regional Development Strategies in Sweden the preconditions are widely varied 

when comparing the Stockholm Region and the Västerbotten Region. This could mean that 

the regional strategies is not base around local preconditions, or that the regional level of 

planning does not allow for specifying details within the development strategy to an extent 

where the local preconditions becomes visible in the documents. As the research in this paper 

is on a general level, the focus on the two development strategies has been on the overarching 

themes of them both. There are elements in both strategies more focused on local 

preconditions but not mentioned in this paper, due to their irrelevance in the comparison to 

cohesion politics. This does, however, not offer an explanation to why the six sub strategies in 

both strategies holds as similar main themes as they do. One explanation could be that the 

strategies are based on the same documents, which is not either the case. As RUFS 2010 is 

based on RUFS 2001 as the document influencing the strategy the most and RUS 2014-2020 

is based around the Europe 2020 strategy. And these two documents are not particularly 

similar. A third explanation might be that there is a fairly broad consensus around how 

(Swedish) regional development should be stimulated and supported. And this might come 

closer to the truth. Regional planners both in Västerbotten and Stockholm seemed to have 

similar ideas on how the economic growth within the region should be stimulated, how the 

social issues should be solved and the importance of a regional level of planning. This makes 

the two regions very similar, they hold the same approach on regional development. Why this 

type of ‘best practice’ in regional development planning comes from can be hard to explain, 

and it does not lie within the frame for this thesis, but it is of interest to note that it seems to 

exist and could be the reason for the similarities among the sub strategies of the two 

development strategies. What told them apart was their approach to European cohesion 

politics. 

As mentioned RUS 2014-2020 has purposefully in cooperated EU and cohesion politics while 

RUFS 2010 contains almost no deliberate connections to it. And still 14 attributes of cohesion 

is identified and identical in both strategies, and they both contain two more (but differing) 

attributes of cohesion. What was expected to be found was a more and clearer connections to 

cohesion in RUS 2014-2020 due to research showing that Västerbotten put in a lot of effort in 

order to in cooperate these attributes. Why are the attributes of cohesion plentiful and similar 

in both strategic documents? The first topic of discussion around this result is the framework 

for cohesion that was constructed for this paper. The framework on its own is an 

interpretation of cohesion politics, and depending on who (and how) cohesion politics is 

interpreted the resulting framework could vary. This means the framework used in this paper 

is an interpretation of what cohesion could mean, or rather what I think it means and 

therefore is a matter of some subjectivity. The framework was constructed before the regional 

development strategies were analysed which in a sense makes the framework unbiased in 

relation to the strategies. The next issue of discussion is the actual application of the 

framework. There is a risk, when analysing the regional development strategies, that when 

looking for attributes of cohesion, it becomes more likely that those attributes are found. It 

could be argued that this risk has been minimised by using the knowledge of the informants 

and how they described their interpretations of cohesion and its relation to the development 

strategies as well as finding clear examples within the strategies when highlighting the 
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connection to cohesion attributes. In this sense it would be hard to disprove that the elements 

within the strategies do exist, and that cohesion politics hold the same goals. To use an 

example lets study the attribute ‘support of innovation’. Which is mentioned as an important 

part of the creation and support of cohesion in the fifth cohesion report. Stockholm’s 

development strategy, RUFS 2010, has a sub-strategy named Develop ideas and the ability to 

renew which has the purpose of supporting the possibilities for innovation and strengthen 

Stockholm’s position on a global market. Västerbotten’s development strategy, RUS 2014-

2020, has a sub-strategy named Structures for innovation which has the aim of facilitating 

innovation. The coherence between Cohesion politics and the two regional strategies is 

unmistakable. This however does not mean that the notion of supporting innovation is taken 

from cohesion politics and then is implemented in the regional documents. In Västerbotten’s 

case an argument that this is the case could be made as their strategy is based on the Europe 

2020 strategy, which same as the fifth cohesion report mentions the support of innovation as 

a main ingredient of development within the EU. RUFS 2010 lacks this connection and it is 

more likely that the idea of supporting innovation is taken from someplace else and not 

cohesion politics. The three informants interviewed from the Stockholm region all stated that 

RUFS 2010 was more or less solely based on RUFS 2001 and the regional preconditions. 

Meaning that the support for innovation was something likely found necessary during the 

research during the preparation of this development strategy. 

As mentioned in 5. Comparison of the Regional Development Strategy Documents cohesion 

politics is a compilation of ideas about regional and macro regional planning ideas already 

existing and not something made up by the European Union. And this could be the key to 

why the two regional strategy documents holds as many and as similar ideas, and as many 

similarities to cohesion attributes. The ‘best practice’ that seems to exist in Swedish regional 

planning seems to be known by regional planners both in the Stockholm and Västerbotten 

Region could have been applied when preparing both development strategies, resulting in 

them having similar attributes. This culminates in a discussion of how much cohesion 

actually influences any of the regional development strategies, and in a discussion of the 

usefulness of cohesion politics in general. 

One of the overarching results found from research was that the Västerbotten region in 

cooperated cohesion politics to a great extent while the Stockholm region did not. 

Furthermore the Västerbotten region receives a lot more funding from cohesion funds that 

the Stockholm region does, something that was mentioned by informants from both regions 

(Brattström 2014-04-01; Gandal, 2014-03-28). This gives an idea of why this difference is. 

The Västerbotten region is to a way greater extent dependent on the funding from cohesion 

funds while the Stockholm region is not at all. It could be suspected that this dependency has 

made Västerbotten in cooperate cohesion in order to facilitate and ensure future funding. 

This would mean that cohesion politics (and the EU) gets a stronger position of power over 

regions that are more ‘behind’ (as the EU counts Västerbotten to the northern periphery). 

This power position over (economically) weaker regions could prove unhealthy depending on 

how much the Union interfere with the development decisions within regions. 

The results of this study comes from the analysis of two Swedish regional development 

strategies, in order to get a better knowledge base and stronger results my suggestion for 

further research is to analyse more regional development strategies both in Sweden and the 

rest of Europe, using the same framework. In this way more and perhaps contradicting 

conclusions could be drawn. By studying more regional development strategies a greater base 

for discussion is gained and the conclusions will have a greater knowledge base to rest on. 
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6.2. Discussion around Cohesion Politics and Governance 
Cohesion is in its core a tool for the promotion of (economic) growth and development within 

the European Union. A tool because of its actual possibilities to provide support though the 

different funds connected to cohesion politics and policy. These funds are together the 

second largest post of the Unions budgetary expenditure, second to agriculture, which makes 

cohesion politics an important part of how the EU works and functions, and especially 

concerning the funds and where the money goes. It is the funding that actually ensures the 

development and the cohesion politics and policy is just a way for the EU to ‘control’ that the 

development is taking a direction the EU wishes it to. The fact that it is possible for regions to 

receive funding for projects is positive. It facilitates trans-border cooperation’s between 

regions and nations and can (as these funds are meant to) help the EU develop together. 

What is interesting to discuss is the ‘control’ measurements related to these funds, that is the 

cohesion politics. 

Viewing the research done for this thesis it seems that cohesion politics has not had any 

major impact on the results for the developments strategies. Gandal (2014-03-28) stated that 

the Europe 2020 strategy had a big impact on how RUS 2014-2020 was prepared, but one 

has to ask how it would have looked without a strong EU focus. It is possible to suspect that 

the end result would be quite similar. As mentioned earlier there seem to be an existing ‘best 

practice’ concerning regional development work, or even a discourse in Sweden among the 

practitioners working in the field. This discourse, even if it is not visible to the practitioners, 

would render regional development strategies similar. And then it could be questioned where 

this discourse comes from. As mentioned both the studied regional development strategies in 

cooperate one or more national strategic documents and there are certainly more national 

documents that the practitioners all have read. Documents for instance containing guidelines 

for how regional development work is best conducted. And surely a lot of these documents in 

turn has connections to the European Union’s politics and ergo cohesion politics. 

Even if cohesion politics has influenced RUS 2014-2020 greatly, Stockholm’s regional 

development strategy RUFS 2010 shows that it is fully possible to achieve a similar result 

without the consideration of cohesion. A question posed in the previous section was ‘how 

much cohesion actually influenced any of the regional development strategies?’, and any 

regional development strategies for that matter. As briefly discussed earlier, cohesion politics 

and policy consists of already existing planning practise and what seems to have happened is 

that cohesion politics choose to in cooperate what seems to work at the time. For instance, 

polycentric development was first discussed in academic circles and seemed to have a 

positive impact on regional (and macro regional) development. This has led to that 

polycentric development has been connected to cohesion. But what also happened is that 

European countries, even before its addition to cohesion, started to strive for a polycentric 

development. The Stockholm region is a good example of this. This means that in a sense 

cohesion in cooperated something that the regions in Europe already has been doing, already 

existing practice. If this is the case, cohesion politics would lack function as it describes what 

already is being done. The results when studying RUFS 2010 strengthens this argument as 

that regional strategy did not consider cohesion politics but is still laden with attributes 

connected to it. If cohesion politics lacks function the “controlling” effect that it is meant to 

have is in a sense not useful. Let us get back to this and discuss the control for a while. 

It is reasonable that the European Union wants some sort of control or insurance that the 

funds they give will be used in a way that helps the EU move forward. But a question must be 

raised on if or where this control should exist, on what level of governance. It seems like a 

hard task to set rules or guidelines on a European level meant to hold true and be applicable 

on ALL the regions within the Union. Either these guidelines has a risk of being bland as they 

are meant to apply to every region in the Union or the guidelines are more specific but leads 
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the risk of being maladjusted for some regions due to the wide difference in preconditions 

within the Union. Perhaps this dilemma is a reason for cohesion lacking a clear definition. 

However the question must be raised if it is the most effective way trying to control the funds 

through rules and guidelines on the European level. If the case is, as discussed above, that 

cohesion politics contains what is already viewed as best practise, perhaps the way of working 

with the funds would not differ no matter what set of rules or guidelines comes with them. 

The goal of European cohesion is to develop a cohesive Europe, but likely there is not one set 

policies or one set of guidelines that can do this. The local context is highly important. It is 

possible that cohesion politics is redundant to what is the actual effects that comes from work 

done through the funds. 

As mentioned already in 1.1. Background cohesion lacks a clear definition, and as discussed 

in the previous section, the reason might be the dilemma of how to create guidelines for every 

region in the EU. This lack of definitions surely has implications on how it is treated and used 

by regions. Brattström (2014-04-01) described how engaging in European cohesion projects 

was seen as problematic due to its high bureaucratic demands, making the Stockholm region 

shy away from such projects and thereby missing out on the opportunity. It is likely the 

uncertainty of what cohesion is has the same effect on other regions. The lack of definition in 

itself excludes regions from taking advantage of available funding. This does to some extent 

have to do with knowledge and ‘know how’, if a region knows the system it becomes easier to 

use it. A risk with this is that the most backwards regions, which cohesion politics is meant to 

help the most, might lack this ‘know how’. Excluding them from taking advantage of the 

cohesion funds. If this is the case, this is another reason for reworking the system, simplifying 

it and making it less bureaucratic. 

The Multi-Level Governance aspect, connected to cohesion is in a sense not up for debate. 

This type of governance do exist within the Union and needs to be accepted. MLG has its pros 

and cons, brought up in 3.2. Multi-Level Governance. In a sense it is a trade-off between 

democracy and effectiveness and this has implications for the EU and its people. What is up 

for discussion is how the Union, Nations and regions should treat MLG. Today the Union 

actively promotes MLG and regions (like Västerbotten) gets in line. This could prove harmful, 

given the earlier discussed dependency between some regions and the EU together with MLG 

possibilities to undermine national states sovereignty a risk is that decisions are made within 

nations that counteract the nation’s needs for development. Combining this with the risk for 

lack of transparency in MLG systems and the accountability issues connected to the term the 

usage of the MLG tool is indeed one to be careful with. If the EU are to become truly cohesive, 

regions cannot work against their host nation. Therefore an active promotion of MLG can be 

harmful, it would be preferable to work ‘considering’ MLG, as a tool for governance. To have 

that tool as a possibility but to also consider the possible consequences of using it. MLG does 

not have to be an either or question, as said before, the presence of MLG is clear, the question 

is how it is handled.  
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7. Conclusion 
The conclusion drawn from this is that European cohesion politics does not seem to fill any 

direct function for the preparation of regional development strategies, however cohesion 

politics seems to be included through the discourse held by practitioners in the field, and 

through national strategic documents. It provides some support and guidelines for how the 

cohesion funds money should be spent but it seems to be not as effective as it could be. It is 

probable that reworking this system could help to increase the effectiveness of the funds and 

ergo help the union develop in a more cohesive way by removing some of the obstacles that 

may hinder regions from easily accessing the tool that is cohesion. It seems to be an 

overwhelming task to construct guidelines that hold true for all parts of the EU and the result 

has been a vague concept open for interpretation. This concept and the bureaucracy linked to 

it is seen more as a hinder for regions seeking financial aid than a support for the regions as it 

ought to be. Making the process of seeking financial aid more smooth would probably 

facilitate a stronger development and more active participation of the regions in the 

European Union. 
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9. Attachments 

9.1. Questions for Interviews 
The interviews were solely conducted in Swedish and the questions was therefore in 

Swedish. This was the frame of questions each interview started out from but other 

questions were asked depending on the answers the informants gave. 

Går det bra att jag spelar in intervjun? 

(May I record the interview?) 

Går det bra att jag uppger ditt/era namn i mitt examensarbete? 
(May I state your name in my paper?) 

Vad är er nuvarande position? 
(What is your current professional position?) 

Vad var er roll under arbetet med RUS/RUFS? 
(What was your role during the preparation of RUS/RUFS?) 

Vilka förutsättningar och policyers har ni utgår från under framarbetandet av RUS/RUFS? 

(What preconditions and policies did you use during the preparation of RUS/RUFS?) 

Hur upplever du att arbetet med RUS/RUFS var? Vilka utmaningar har du stött på? Vad har 

vart mindre problematiskt? 

(How did you experience the preparation of RUS/RUFS? What challenges did you meet? 
What was less challenging?) 

Vad tror du hade kunnat underlätta arbetet med RUS/RUFS? 

(What do you think could have facilitated the preparation of RUS/RUFS?) 

Hur tolkar du/din organisation den europeiska sammanhållningspolitiken? 
(How does you/your organisation interpret European cohesion politics?) 

Har europeisk sammanhållningspolitik påverkat arbetet med RUS/RUFS? Positivt/Negativt? 

(Did European cohesion politics influence the preparation of RUS/RUFS? Positively/ 
Negatively?) 

Finns det kopplingar mellan RUS/RUFS och europeisk 

sammanhållningspolitik? 
(Is there connections between RUS/RUFS and Cohesion politics?) 

Hur har sammanhållningspolitiken behandlats i RUS/RUFS? 
(How was cohesion politics treated in RUS/RUFS?) 

Vad är de största likheterna mellan europeisk sammanhållningspolitik och 

RUS/RUFS? 

(What are the greatest similarities between Cohesion and RUS/RUFS?) 

… skillnaderna…? 
(… differences…?) 

Bidrar europeisk sammanhållningspolitik med stöd för framtagning av regionala strategier? 

(Does European cohesion politics contribute with support to the preparation of regional 
development strategies?) 

Enligt er, hur skulle europeisk sammanhållningspolitik framgångsrikt stödja vid utveckling 

av regionala strategier? 

(According to you, how could cohesion politics successfully provide support in the 
preparation of regional strategies?) 
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Hur ser ni på Flernivåstyre? Vilka brister och fördelar ser ni med det? Vad ser ni som er roll, 

Sveriges roll, EUs roll gällande detta? 

(What is your view of Multi-Level Governance? What are the pros and cons? What is the 
region’s role in such a system? Sweden’s role? EU’s Role?) 

Är det något du vill tillägga? 

(Is there something you would like to add?) 

Går det bra att jag hör av mig för eventuell komplettering? 

(May I contact you if further questions arise?) 

 


